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An important part of transportation planning is understanding how people commute to 
work. Over the past two decades, the recording of commute data through travel diaries has 
been increasingly replaced by the use of hand-held devices. Particularly, smartphones 
provide more useful data for travel mode detection (TMD) than does travel diaries and 
global positioning system (GPS) loggers alone, because they are able to provide detailed 
travel information through the multiple senors embedded on the device. This study takes 
advantage of these emerging human mobility data sources by providing a framework for 
using smartphone data for travel mode detection in New York City where underground 
subway and/or rail are common features of a daily commute. This research also discusses 
the advantages of using smartphones for travel surveys with a focus on how methods and 
ideas from network analysis, combined with high resolution phone orientation information 
(in addition to latitude, longitude, and time), can be incorporated into mode detection 
algorithms to differentiate travel modes underground. This study provides a framework for 
combining a random forest classifier with Geographic Information System (GIS) 
techniques to develop a mode detection algorithm that is customized to classify travel 
modes in New York City (e.g., walk, subway, train, car, ferry, bike, and bus) using sparse 
(i.e., limited amounts of) travel data. The findings will be useful for the implementation of 
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Traditional Travel Surveys (TTS) have been a main means by which transit 
planners have collected and analyzed commuters’ trips. Unfortunately, it is burdensome 
for commuters to complete the forms, and often the forms have high rates of inaccuracies 
due to human error. Regional planning organizations have relied on household travel diary 
surveys since the 1970s to acquire data upon which their area’s transportation model(s) are 
often based (Stopher and Greaves 2007). However, these diary surveys have been found to 
misreport certain crucial variables, such as number of trips taken and trip distance (Houston 
et al., 2014). Furthermore, survey respondents tend to forget or misreport trips due to 
fatigue or carelessness, leading to inaccurate data (Wolf, Oliveira, and Thompson 2003; 
Stopher, FitzGerald, and Xu 2007). Therefore, models based on this type of survey also 
tend to be somewhat inaccurate. 
Recent research is suggesting ways to improve and automate the travel surveying 
process through Travel Mode Detection (TMD) algorithms. The algorithms can provide 
some of the same travel variables provided by TTS, while potentially improving the overall 
accuracy and consistency of detecting a user’s travel mode. A smartphone is a mobile 
device that many commuters carry all the time. Newer devices have multiple sensors (GPS, 
Wi-Fi, and accelerometer) that can be utilized for TMD. In the past few years, as the cost 
of GPS-enabled smartphone devices has fallen, TMD is more frequently being done using 
smartphones. Studies have shown that surveys enhanced by a GPS component are much 
more accurate in reporting many of the variables typically affected by respondent error 
than when using traditional methods (Forrest and Pearson 2005; Murakami et. al 2004). 




(Lane et al., 2010; Cottrill et al., 2013). However, a major limitation of most current 
research derives from the need to incorporate sparse smartphone data and custom 
algorithms in order provide varables included on travel surveys. 
To address this apparent gap, this study utilizes a smartphone application, cloud 
computing, and server GIS for travel mode detection. The research presented here was 
funded by the University Transportation Research Center (UTRC) Region 2 and is a part 
of a larger transportation project at Hunter College of the City University of New York 
(UTRC 2, 2017) that aims to analyze human mobility (e.g., travel patterns and trip purpose) 
in New York City. This larger transportation project with its multiple components will 
culminate into an automated travel survey.  
The research objective of this thesis is to develop a travel mode classifier that 
accurately determines the mode(s) for each trip taken by a commuter. This algorithm must 
detect the following modes: walk, bus, subway, commuter rail, car, bike, and ferry. The 
smartphone data analyzed in this study includes GPS locations, timestamps, and 
accelerometer data (i.e., phone’s tri-axial acceleration). This algorithm is an integral part 
of the larger transportation project focused on commute behavior in New York City as it 
will provide travel variables (travel mode, speed, trip distance) which will be used to 
calculate carbon emissions and calories for particpicants of the automated travel survey. 
The study area is New York City and it has a very complex transportation network. There 
are many challenges associated with TMD in large cities like New York City (e.g., urban 
canyon effect, multi-modal transportation systems, congestion, etc). 
The remainder of this thesis includes chapters for literature review, methodology, 




will briefly explain how travel surveys have evolved from primarily a paper-based form to 
include the usage of GPS loggers to more recently, smartphones. The literature review will 
also discuss the advantages and disadvantages of TMD as well as explain how this study 
will seek to address some of the shortcomings of the approaches. The methodology chapter 
will describe the development of the TMD algorithm and elucidate the complexities of 
solving TMD in New York City. The chapter will also discuss the datasets and criteria used 
for the random forest classifier-based TMD algorithm used in this study. The results and 
discussion chapter will explain the success rate for the study. It will also pinpoint areas that 
still need improvements. The concluding chapter will restate the importance of TMD for 















2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1  EVOLUTION OF THE TRAVEL SURVEY 
 
2.1.1 TRADITIONAL SURVEYS  
 
Much of the advancements involving travel mode detection coincide with attempts to 
improve travel surveying. Travel surveys are utilized worldwide for transportation 
modelling and planning. A plethora of survey approaches have been used to record 
commuter data over the last several decades. These approaches can be categorized as 
belonging to either traditional travel surveys or passive (i.e., collection of data through 
sensors) travel surveys. The shared feature of the traditional travel survey is the reliance 
on the commuter’s memory to obtain travel information, whereas the passive travel survey 
encompasses the automated collection of the commuter’s mobility through sensor 
technologies such as GPS, radar, accelerometer, and Wi-Fi (Lane et al., 2010). The 
information for passive surveys are collected through approaches whereby a device records 
travel data (e.g., mobile phone travel survey), which is later processed by software to 
extract travel variables such as speed and trip duration. It is important to carefully consider 
the tools used for both survey categories. Still, these survey tools provide useful 
information for travel mode detection, transportation planning, and other transit related 
issues. 
Over the years, traditional travel surveys have evolved to include several different 
features and approaches. During the 1950s, the traditional survey initially involved 
surveyors conducting face-to-face interviews with respondents to record household travel 
data (Shen and Stopher, 2014). This approach was soon abandoned in America because of 




featured mail-out/mail-back questionnaires and telephone interviews for household travel 
data collection. In the 1980s, the traditional survey evolved over the years from mainly 
paper-based forms to include computerized components (Shen and Stopher, 2014). Years 
later, several computer-assisted travel surveys were developed to include a web interface 
whereby respondents provide their travel information through typing and selecting options 
from drop-down lists (Stopher, 2008). The variables that are commonly collected through 
the traditional survey include travel times, trip origin and destination, trip purpose, mode 
type, and occupants in motorized vehicles. Essentially, the reporting and accuracy of data 
on the survey primarily depends on respondents’ recollections of their travel.  
There are key advantages associated with utilizing the traditional survey to collect 
travel data. Although new automated approaches have been developed to collect travel 
data, traditional surveys are currently a major source for commuter data. A main advantage 
of the traditional travel survey is it collects information for trip purpose and occupants in a 
vehicle, which are variables that many passive travel surveys either exclude or fail to 
properly report. In addition, traditional surveys have been paired with computerized 
equipment to reduce respondent burden when completing questionnaires (Stopher, 2008). 
Still, there are disadvantages involved with the traditional travel diaries that have been 
extensively discussed by researchers. For one, literature suggests that these surveys are 
perceived as time-intensive and burdensome, which contributes to low respondent rates 
(Gonzalez et al., 2010). In addition, there is significant misreporting of information on 
paper-based travel diaries (Houston et al., 2014). It is estimated that these surveys fail to 
report about 20-30% of travel information in comparison to that of data collected through 




diaries results in part from respondents providing illegible information and/or failing to 
remember specific trip details. Another major disadvantage is that organizations consider 
it costly to manage and coordinate these surveys. Specifically, planning agencies must 
strategically distribute travel surveys and choose variables that will increase data accuracy 
and response rate (e.g., form preferences in relation to age, whether to include 
computerized gadgets, etc.). To address the limitations of the traditional travel surveys, 
automated data collection methods are being considered, which contributes to the 
development of passive travel surveys. 
 
2.1.2 GPS LOGGER SURVEYS 
 
 GPS travel surveys emerged during the early 21th century to automate the collection 
of several variables that are provided on the traditional surveys. The variables include trip 
origin and destination, travel time, travel mode, etc. For GPS travel surveys, each 
respondent carries either a GPS logger or a personal device assistant that would record the 
GPS traces for the respondents’ trips. There are some major advantages associated with 
GPS travel surveys. For instance, handheld GPS devices could be easily carried by 
commuters and provide more accurate travel information than does traditional survey 
methods (Reumers et al., 2013). Specifically, this passive surveying method provides 
accurate records for trip origin and destination and travel times; moreover, differential GPS 
could be used to calculate speed. GPS speed data, when combined with GIS layers and 
other information, can be used to detect a commuter’s travel mode. In addition, the 
lowering cost of GPS devices makes them more accessible, which holds the potential to 




Still, there are several problems that impact the GPS travel surveys. From a data 
quality perspective, obtaining accurate GPS data requires an unobstructed view of the sky. 
Chen et al. (2010) describe how the urban canyon effect is a known culprit which produces 
erroneous GPS data (i.e., it is challenging to collect accurate GPS data in areas with 
skyscrapers). Tall objects can interfere with the measurements recorded via GPS devices, 
and this interruption of the measurement may be due to objects such as buildings, or other 
factors of the evironment such as vegetation (Hudson et al., 2014). There are other events 
that can affect GPS recordings and result in loss of data. Gong et al. (2012) elucidate how 
GPS devices suffer from cold starts and warm starts, which are events that result in the loss 
of GPS data. Specifically, a cold start describes the inability of the GPS- emebbed device 
to record locational data during the process of powering up the device, an event that may 
take several seconds. Conversely, a warm start describes an event whereby a GPS-emebbed 
device is already running but requires a few seconds to detect the satellites and provide 
locational data after departing from a location inaccessible by GPS (Schuessler and 
Axhausen, 2009). The scenario with the warm start would involve an individual coming 
out of an underground station with a smartphone where the device takes a few seconds to 
detect and record the user’s location. For a cold start, the device is turned on and requires 
a few seconds for the device to ‘boot up’ before it can record GPS data. 
For the reasons above, GPS travel surveys are mainly able to collect data for 
aboveground travel modes only. Furthermore, there are still some variables (e.g., trip 
purpose and number of occupants in a vehicle) that GPS travel surveys struggle to record. 
From an investment perspective, collecting travel data through GPS can still be costly and 




for the commuters to obtain the data. The GPS loggers may be costly to maintain and are 
at risk of being stolen or damaged. In addition, collecting GPS data reduces a device’s 
battery life and can produce voluminous datasets that require robust data storage 
arrangements, which may become a potential expense (Chung and Shalaby, 2005; Shen 
and Stopher, 2014). Overall, the GPS travel surveys provide a framework for automating 
the collection of commuter data and advancing travel surveying.   
 
2.1.3 SMARTPHONE SURVEYS   
 
The smartphone travel survey is an emergent passive approach for obtaining 
individuals’ travel information. In recent years, smartphones have been embedded with 
several sensors, which makes them very suitable for collecting travel data. Some of the 
sensors include GPS, camera, accelerometer, and gyroscope (Lane et al., 2010). 
Smartphones can use GPS and Assisted GPS (Wi-Fi and Cellular Network) to provide more 
accurate location data and at a quicker rate than when using GPS alone. Now, smartphones 
have become very useful context-sensitive tools that are providing significant insights 
about people’s travel behavior. Cottrill et al. (2013) discusses the complexities associated 
with implementing a smartphone travel survey application and highlights strategies for 
improving commuter data collection in relation to transportation initiatives. There are 
many benefits to adopting smartphone travel surveys: for starters, many commuters already 
carry their smartphones and there is a projected increase for smartphone ownership in the 
coming years, especially in emerging economies (Park, 2016; Poushter, 2016). Also, it is 
expected that additional sensors will be embedded in the smartphone and improvements 
will be made to the existing sensors (e.g., camera, microphone, etc). Furthermore, research 




future (Anilgoud and Morarjee., 2012). As mentioned before, there is much potential to 
utilize smartphone sensors to extract information about commuters’ mobility patterns. 
Research suggests the smartphone’s camera could potentially be used to extract context 
information that could be helpful for either mode or trip purpose detection (Shen and 
Stopher, 2014). Additionally, since these smartphones are essentially small computing 
devices, surveys can be designed to enable commuters to edit their travel information 
directly on their device.  
There are also disadvantages associated with using smartphone surveys. For 
example, a smartphone’s GPS sensor also suffers from challenges such as cold/warm starts 
and the urban canyon effect. In addition, smartphone surveys typically face challenges 
regarding privacy concerns such as, participants having the option to decide which of their 
travel data should be shared (Cottrill et al., 2013). There are several issues that different 
commuters stress when it comes to sharing their mobile travel data, including the fact that 
some commuters are worried about how the data will be managed and shared with other 
entities. Also, there may be segments of trips that commuters may not want to be recorded 
during the data collection process. Since smartphone surveys are still a new approach, more 
research and improvements are needed to validate the effectiveness of this survey. Still, 
smartphone travel surveys hold the potential to provide accurate travel information from 
wide population coverage and can minimize risks and expenses (such as purchasing and 
managing devices) typically associated with other surveys.  
 Overall, the different types of surveys mentioned in this review highlight some of 
the complexities associated with collecting travel data. All travel surveys have their 




incorporating some passive survey approaches. Still, it is important to note that extensive 
research is being done to advance the automated collection of travel variables such as trip 
purpose and travel mode.  
 
2.2  TRAVEL MODE DETECTION  APPROACHES  
 
2.2.1 GPS & GIS APPROACHES 
 
Researchers have designed algorithms that utilize data from sensor technologies to 
extrapolate travel variables that were once exclusive to traditional travel surveys. More 
importantly, some work suggests that applying such passive approaches increase the 
accuracy for some travel variables (Shen and Stopher, 2014). The proliferation of GPS and 
other sensors has contributed to the development of travel mode detection approaches. 
Some of the commonly used variables for travel model detection often relate to speed (e.g., 
travel speed and acceleration), and GIS data (e.g., bus routes and other transit network 
layers).  Some of the initial approaches for travel mode detection follow a deterministic 
framework. For instance, Chung and Shalaby (2005) utilized GIS algorithms to analyze 
GPS travel data in Toronto to predict walking, taking the bus, and riding in a car. The study 
produced a 91.7% mode detection rate. Stopher et al. (2008) implemented a rule-based 
travel mode algorithm that incorporates speed, GIS, and information about car and bike 
ownership. The algorithm achieved a 95% success rate for predicting travel modes. Chen 
et al. (2012) present a GIS algorithm that incorporates GPS data and a multimodal network 
to differentiate several travel modes (walk, subway, rail, car, and bus) in New York City. 
This study achieved a mode detection accuracy rate of 82.7%. In the study, the rail mode 




studies have produced statistically significant results for mode detection, though there are 
still ways to increase the accuracy of these deterministic approaches.   
2.2.2 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE APPROACHES  
 
Recent research has utilized probabilistic methods for predicting travel modes. This 
trend coincides with the belief that Artificial Intelligence methods will provide practical 
solutions for complex transportation issues. Gonzalez et al. (2010) incorporates a neural 
network to identify travel modes from GPS data. The algorithm, though it requires 
extensive training data, can detect modes with approximately 90% accuracy. Reddy et al. 
(2010) apply a combined decision tree with a discrete hidden Markov model that analyzes 
modal results from an existing mobility experiment. The model achieved a 93.6% mode 
detection rate. Shafique and Hato (2015) compare several travel mode detection classifiers. 
In their study, they applied a random forest algorithm, a powerful machine learning 
method, to the magnitude of acceleration and speed variables to predict travel mode. The 
study states that the random forest classifier achieved a 99.8% success rate for detecting 
modes, and concludes that this classifier out-performed all others. 
 While these probabilistic approaches have achieved significant improvements in 
mode detection rates, they require extensive data and model training time. In situations 
such as New York City, where below-ground travel is a significant portion of commuters’ 
overall travel time, large training datasets are both difficult to collect, and validate. As 
such, classification algorithms that require large amounts of data are less likely to provide 
useful results. Therefore, this work will pursue a custom classification algorithm that 




severe urban canyon effects) in New York City by combining a proablistic random forest 
classifier with a deterministic GIS-based post-processing step. 
 
2.3 IDENTIFYING  GAPS IN THE LITERATURE 
 
2.3.1 LIMITATIONS OF PRIOR TMD APPROACHES 
 
To improve travel mode detection, it is important to understand the gaps in the 
literature. Much of the prior research attempted to detect a limited number of travel modes. 
Since many large cities have multimodal networks, it is important to be able to differentiate 
among more modal options than those that are currently analyzed in literature. In complex 
cities like New York, a commuter has a variety of modal options. Specifically, some of the 
main street modes that have been considered include car, bus, and walk. Yet, few mode 
detection algorithms have considered other street modes such as bike. Still, more research 
is needed to predict rail modes (e.g., subway and commuter rail), and water modes (ferry). 
Another limitation of the approaches thus far is their inability to differentiate between 
similar modes. Specifically, modes such as bus versus car or bus versus walk are often 
misclassified due to irregularities or similarities in movement, which may be attributable 
in part to factors like delays, congestions, and the design of transit networks. These 
ambiguities concerning similar modes contribute in part to the lower mode detection rate 
for differentiating between car and bus.  
Still another limitation is their inability to successfully identify underground travel. 
In New York City, commuters can transfer underground from subway to rail and vice versa. 
This event contributes in part to low detection for rail and subway modes in the study by 




not incorporate multimodal transfers or more robust mode segmentation techniques for 
trips.  Still a major limitation of some of these studies is the data that is being used to 
address the issue. In fact, some probabilistic studies utilize data from existing experiments 
and do not use real world GPS data. Furthermore, many probabilistic models require 
training data to detect mode, whereby feasible detection results are contingent on an 
extensive data training process. In addition, it is unlikely that the probabilistic approaches 
would be able to strongly detect travel modes (e.g., underground modal transfers) in 
complex cities like New York City, especially if GIS data is not factored into the analysis.  
 
2.3.2 ADVANTAGES OF WEB GIS IN GPS DATA ANALYSIS 
 
Web-based GIS holds the potential to improve the way of distinguishing travel 
modes, especially through utilizing cloud based technologies and GIS to resolve the 
complexities of data analysis. The concept essentially encompasses the combination of 
internet technologies and GIS functionality to interactively visualize, analyze, and manage 
geographic data in a browser (Dunn, 2007). Web GIS can provide cost-effective solutions 
since it is a relatively inexpensive way of disseminating spatial data and conducting basic 
geographic analysis (Verma et al., 2012). Also, this type of GIS infrastructure makes 
geospatial tools accessible to a broad users group via the internet and can address spatial 
problems that are computational and data intensive (Wang, 2010). In addition, Web GIS 
can involve a host of interconnected technologies and collaborative work aimed at 
providing geospatial solutions (Dunn, 2007; Wright and Wang, 2011).  
This research and the broader transportation project are components of a web-based 
GIS. This Web GIS implementation incorporates a mobile application, SQL Server, cloud 




travel data which is transmitted over the internet and stored on a cloud server to be 
processed by the mode detection algorithm for this study.  One of the main concerns of 
automating the travel surveying process deals with how to store the massive amounts of 
travel data that could be generated by mobile devices (Shen and Stopher, 2014). This web-
based GIS platform provides more options for managing this data via cloud computing. 
The cloud storage could scale to accompany the growing datasets generated by survey 
participants. (To address privacy, the smartphone travel survey application includes an 
option for people to record or not record their movement in this web GIS model.)  In 
addition, the cloud server provides a centralized location to host the GIS tools, GIS data, 
and scripts that will be used for travel mode detection and shared as web services.   
Incorporating Web GIS into mode detection algorithms holds the potential to 
significantly improve the success rate of identifying modes. The Web GIS platform 
includes a web portal where users can make real time calcuations for mode detection. A 
multimodal GIS dataset is utilized in the analysis of travel mode detection and is 
incorporated in robust criteria for predicting mode. The multimodal network layers that 
were traversed can be extracted from the network to generate network routes. This web-
based GIS component could enable a user to edit the travel route and modify mode 
prediction through the web, which is another way to improve travel mode detection and 
trip purpose detection. After the survey participants edit their travel data, the datasets can 
be used to improve the travel mode classifier, which holds the potential to refine the overall 







3.1 ADDRESSING GAPS IN THE LITERATURE 
 
3.1.1 ACCELEROMETER DATA 
 
This study incorporates accelerometer data in addition to GPS and GIS data to 
address some of the gaps mentioned in the literature review. Though there are studies that 
utilize GPS loggers to obtain travel data, it is expected that more studies may prefer to use 
smartphones for collecting commuter data, since smartphones are such a popular device 
with many sensors that are useful for travel surveying. The accelerometer is a sensor that 
holds the potential to address some of the shortcomings of GPS recordings. A smartphone’s 
accelerometer measures the acceleration along the three axes (x, y, and z) of the device. 
Calculations can be performed on the accelerometer readings to detect activities such as 
walking, running, etc. (Bao and Intille, 2004; Troped et al., 2008). The accelerometer can 
be used to calculate the synthesized magnitude of acceleration. The method essentially 
normalizes the acceleration vector to provide magnitude values and is recommended for 
measuring the vibration due to movements (see Ravi et al., 2005; Kwapisz et al., 2010; 
Chen and Ma, 2010).  
Typically, activities associated with stillness yield low magnitude of acceleration 
values, whereas brisk movement produces high magnitude of acceleration values. For 
example, a person riding in a vehicle would generate low magnitude of acceleration 
vibration values while a person that is walking or running would produce high vibration 
frequencies. Research suggests that using GPS and GIS datasets are not enough to address 




example, a bus could be traveling during rush hour, which causes the bus to move at a slow 
speed that is very similar to the speed of walking. This event could lead to the bus mode 
being misidentified as a walk mode based on speed alone. However, through incorporating 
the accelerometer data, the mode detection algorithm would be able to factor in the fact 
that walking has a higher vibration frequency than when travelling on a bus does. 
Essentially, the accelerometer data has the potential to be combined with speed data to 
improve mode prediction (Widhalm et al., 2012) Unlike GPS, the accelerometer is not 
limited to collecting data for aboveground travel where there is an unobscured view of the 
sky. In addition, the accelerometer continues to record travel information during the loss 
of a cellular network signal. Researchers have conducted experiments where the 
accelerometer is used to capture information about an individual’s activity when the person 
is indoors or underground. The accelerometer is a very valuable sensor that has been used 
to efficiently manage applications and resources on smartphones. Specifically, there have 
been studies that utilize the accelerometer to turn off the GPS sensor in areas where the 
signal quality is poor and turn the GPS sensor back on in areas where the signal quality is 
suitable. Another benefit of the accelerometer is that it consumes less battery power than 
the GPS sensors in the smartphone.  
3.1.2 RANDOM FOREST CLASSIFIER  
 
A random forest classifier (Breiman, 2001) is combined with GIS tools to develop the 
custom mode detection algorithm for this study. The random forest classifier is an 
ensemble machine learning algorithm that can be used to predict transportation mode. The 
rationale behind ensemble methods is that the combination of multiple learning models will 




learning trees are boosted trees (e.g., Adaboost) and bagging decisions trees (e.g., bootstrap 
aggregation). Boosting involves successive trees adding weights to nodes mis-modelled by 
earlier trees (Shapire et al., 1998). Conversely, bagging involves successive trees that are 
generated from random subsets of variables and features and the trees make independent 
predictions whereby the majority vote determines the classification (Breiman, 1998). 
Random forest is a bagging method that averages noisy and unbiased models to create a 
model with low variance. The random forest algorithm aggregates many decorrelated 
decision trees to predict a dependent value (Breiman, 2001). A decision tree (e.g., 
Classification And Regression Tree) consists of a series of criteria that can be used to 
classify observations for either classification or regression problems (Quinlan, 1986).  
When predicting a target value, a random forest generates numerous decision trees using 
random subsets of independent variables and samples (i.e., the many random decision trees 
are combined to form the random ‘forest’). The algorithm involves a ranking, whereby the 
multiple decision trees make independent predictions for the dependent value. The majority 
vote of the trees determines the classification of the target value. Since the trees are 
generated at random, most of the trees will provide extreme and irrelevant predictions with 
low ranking for the target value. Ultimately, a minority subset of trees combines to yield 
good predictions that outrank the noise and decide the final prediction for a target value. 
The random forest provides a strong classification accuracy that is generally better than 
that of a single decision tree (Breiman, 2001; Shafique and Hata, 2015). In addition, 
random forests can handle many features and is able to provide estimates for which 




In this study, a random forest classifier is used as the preliminary step in a custom 
mode detection algorithm. The random forest classifier is developed using a travel dataset 
that contains trips collected on three different days in New York City. This dataset has 
approximately 9200 GPS points that were recorded via smartphones, which may suggest 
an efficient alternative for training mode detection classifiers. Each day of the travel dataset 
has modes for walk, bus, car, bike, ferry, subway, and commuter rail. The dataset used to 
train/develop the classifer has mode labels for the GPS points and several variables (e.g., 
proximity to transit features, speed, magnitude of acceleration, etc.). Once the random 
forest classifier has been trained on the input GPS trip data, the resulting classifier is used 
to provide mode predictions for future GPS points. The mode predictions from the classifer 
are then used as parameters for the GIS tools, which in turn are used to assign travel mode 
to trip segments. For this custom mode detection algorithm, the random forest classifier 
provides mode predictions for aboveground travel. Then, the GIS functionality of the 
algorithm (see page 76 in Appendix) is utilized to improve predictions of the classifier by 
detecting for underground modal commute.   
 
3.1.3 NETWORK ANAYLSIS 
Network analysis is very important for transportation forecasting and planning.  
Network analysis encompasses approaches and theories that are applied in numerous fields 
(e.g., sociology and transportation). For the purposes of this study, network analysis 
describes the tools and approaches that are used to facilitate transportation modeling 
whereby complex transit problem are mathematically solved using a network (or graph) of 
links (edges) and nodes. Network analysis approaches are built into popular transportation 




Caliper’sTransCAD. Network analysis approaches are important for building and 
modeling transit networks such as the one for New York City. Specifically, links are used 
to represent routes such as subway and rail lines, and the corresponding stations for those 
transit features are represented as nodes. In addition, GPS points can be factored into 
network analysis methods to predict the mode that was used to tranverse a given set of 
links and nodes and extract the route that concides with a given trip. 
Network analysis methods as implemented in ArcGIS’s Network Analyst extension 
are incorporated into the GIS component of the algorithm presented in this thesis. The 
software can generate routes, model logistics, and analyze travel demand and service areas. 
Network Analyst can also be used to manage and manipulate GIS datasets that are integral 
to travel mode detection.  GIS data can provide spatial information (e.g., distance to transit 
features or routes for a commuter’s trip trajectory) that can increase detection accuracy and 
help commuters validate their trips. Furthermore, Network Analyst provides capabilities 
that allow for extracting the route that was traversed by a commuter. The extracted routes 
can then be used in a follow-up process for a travel survey where survey particpants are 
able to correct the mode corresponding to their trips, which could improve the overall 
accuracy for mode detection. As mentioned before, machine learning algorithms may have 
difficulties detecting modal travel in large cities such New York City without the assistance 
of GIS, especially since commuters in cities often have numerous commute options (e.g., 
subway) that are not limited to aboveground modes. 
There are a lot of challenges that are involved with modeling multimodal networks. 




in general, while other issues involve the technical limitations of software tools for network 
analysis. To model the complex transportation network for large cities, the ArcGIS network 
extention allows for the creation of a multimodal network dataset, which can be constructed 
from publicly available transit sources. In addition, the dataset can model the connectivity 
properties of a city’s transportation network, incorporate traffic data, and include travel 
preference attributes, and customize parameters for travel modes (ESRI, 2017). Based on 
a multimodel GIS dataset, Network Analyst tools can be used to generate routes that 
correspond to a commuter’s trip, and the resulting route can be used to validate the mode 
assigned to a trip segment. Specifically, ArcGIS Network Analyst can use preference 
attributes to prioritize the assigning of modes to trip segments. This means that if a subway 
mode is detected for a trip segment then a preference parameter for the subway layer can 
be inputted into the Network Analyst tool to ensure the generation of a subway route. In 
addition, to more accurately reconstruct the path that was travelled by the commuter, scaled 
cost barriers can be used to increase the likelihood of selecting the commuter’s actual path. 
Essentially, this barrier is generated by selecting the transit feature of the network that is 
within a certain distance of the commuter’s GPS points. Also, using ArcGIS’s Network 
Analyst tools, the results from our Network Analyst functions can be shared as a feature 
service, which can be easily integrated with a web mapping platform that is accessible to 
other GIS projects outside of this one. Once the data can be displayed on the web, this 
enables many other opportunities to improve the mode detection results and it provides 







3.2  STUDY AREA  
 
 
Figure 1. New York City Transit Routes Map  
 
New York City (NYC) is one of the World’s most populous urban agglomerations 
and a powerful global financial center. The American Community Survey estimates the 
population for New York City to be approximately 8.5 million as of July 2016. The city 
consists of five boroughs which include Manhattan, Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens, and Staten 




from several modal options (e.g., bus, commuter rail, subway, bike, and ferry). The NYC 
public transit network is an integral part of the city’s economy. According to US Census, 
about 5% of people use public transit to commute to work nationwide. New York City is 
listed as the top city for public transit usage (approximately 55% of the city’s residents use 
public transit). NYC has the largest subway system in the world. The two major airports in 
New York are John F. Kennedy and LaGuardia. There are also ferries that operate along 
the East River and Hudson River. There are several companies involved in NYC’s public 
transit and one of these popular organizations includes the Metropolitan Transit Authority 
(MTA).  MTA has an annual ridership of over 2.5 billion people, and the organization owns 
a significant percentage of the city’s real estate and manages the city’s rail lines, subway 
lines, and bus routes (MTA, 2017). Most New Yorkers in the five boroughs are within a 5 
to 10-minute walk of public transit. New York has a multimodal network that allows for 
many intermodal possibilities so that travelers can commute to their destination(s). 
Therefore, sophisticated algorithms are needed to perform travel mode detection in New 
York City. In addition, detecting travel mode in New York City holds the potential to 
provide a guide for detecting modes in other cities that have complex transit networks.  
   
3.2 WEB GIS SETTING AND DATA 
 
Web GIS has the potential to resolve many of the issues concerning travel mode 
detection as well as travel surveys in general. It is important to consider how cyber 
infrastructure and automation are transforming the ways in which tasks are performed, 
especially with regards to the analysis and management of data. There are several 
components of web-based GIS that are useful for this study. Figure 2 shows a flowchart 





Figure 2. Web GIS Flow Chart  
 
3.3.1 SMARTPHONE APP 
 
The Web GIS framework for this study involves a smartphone app called 
MyTracks. This android app was developed in 2009 by Google. This app can collect GPS 
traces and record speed, distance, and elevation information. The app is built upon a Google 
mapping API (application programing interface) which enables the users to view their track 
data in real time. In addition, the app attempts to draw a route that corresponds to the GPS 
traces for the commuter’s travel and allows the individual to annotate trips. The travel 
information from the app can also be shared on social media platforms such as Facebook, 
Google+, and Twitter and the data can be exported to file formats such as GPS, KML, 




device. Furthermore, this app is open sourced, which means that it can be customized to 
meet different project guidelines.    
The original MyTracks app was modified by a consultant for the purposes of the 
larger transportation project, where this study is a core component. The main purpose of 
the app is to collect the user’s travel information which is stored locally on the user’s 
smartphone and is also transmitted through the internet to be stored on a cloud server. 
Information the app collects includes GPS traces, timestamps, and accelerometer 
information, which are important variables for the overall travel survey for the larger 
project. The modified app for the larger transportation project does maintain many of the 
core functionality of the original app. To ensure privacy concerns are addressed, a user has 
the option to stop recording their travel data when they feel necessary. The travel data that 
is collected through this app is essentially what will be processed and analyzed by the mode 
detection algorithm for this study.   
3.3.2 CLOUD COMPUTING 
 
The travel data that is collected by the smartphone app is stored on a cloud server. 
Specifically, an Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute (Amazon EC2) server is used in this 
study. The Amazon EC2 server provides robust storage and computing capabilities for this 
project. The cloud server provides web services that are scalable and reduces some of the 
risk that developers face when managing servers locally. Specifically, the server might 
crash or fail because the resources are heavily utilized or taxed. In addition, the EC2 can 
scale in relation to the demand of the application. Therefore, this would enable multiple 





A major benefit of the cloud server is that it reduces the stress of having to manage 
private servers, which can be a costly investment. In addition, since the EC2 is scalable, 
this means that custom applications can be expanded to accommodate the needs of future 
and larger projects. Specifically, multiple instances can be launched for this service and the 
computing and storage capacity of this web service can be reduced or increased as needed. 
With regards to security, Amazon reaffirms that it takes precautions to ensure that its 
servers are secure and that there are tools in place to ensure that data on its servers are not 
compromised (Amazon Web Services, 2017). This computing capability is useful when 
considering that a major challenge with collecting individuals’ trip information is that these 
datasets can become very voluminous and cumbersome to manage and model. The cloud 
servers offer the opportunity to address the storage of such datasets, while increasing the 
computing capabilities to analyze and process these large datasets. As such, cloud servers 
are becoming increasingly attractive because they can host applications in a manner that is 
seemingly more advantageous than hosting such applications in traditional server 
environments. The developer/company can worry less about managing the server. Even 
though concerns regarding allowing another entity to manage propriety data will never go 
away, cloud computing is becoming a powerful component of web services.  
3.3.3 PUBLISH FEATURE SERVICE 
 
Another benefit of this web GIS approach is its ability to share feature services over 
the internet. Specifically, GIS scripts and datasets that are stored on the cloud server could 
be accessed through a representational state transfer (REST) web service. This means that 
these resources on the server can be utilized by client applications. The travel data that is 




database on the cloud server. An ArcGIS algorithm is used to process the mobile phone 
data, which produces results tables and shapefiles. ArcGIS allows the publishing of the 
results or products from calculations as feature services, which then is accessible to others 
via the web. Essentially, tables, shapefiles, and scripts can be shared through a web based 
interface for further display and further examination. In addition, this functionality enables 
users to further interact with the services through more devices (e.g., smartphone and 
tablets). There are many possible reasons for sharing feature services. For example, a 
multimodal dataset could be shared on the web where it can be accessed and incorporated 
by other applications, which may utilize the network for some transit-related computation. 
Another scenario is that the prediction of trip mode could be published as a feature service 
whereby users can validate and edit the results, which can significantly improve the mode 
accuracy. Essentially, commuters could use multiple devices to access feature services, 
perform real time calculations of their travel data, and improve mode identification, which 
could significantly transform the travel surveying process. 
3.4. MULTIMODAL NETWORK 
 
The final component of this study is the multimodal network. The network is 
essential to capturing the design and complexities of a location’s transit system. In addition, 
trips are complicated events that are usually not restricted to one mode but can include 
multiple modal transfers. A modified version of the multimodal dataset for New York City 
which was used in the study for Gong et al. (2012) was also utilized in this study. Data 
sources from several different transportation agencies were gathered. The multimodal 
dataset includes streets, bus routes, subway routes, rail routes, ferry routes and the 




were not readily available online. For example, transfer links for subway lines to other 
modes were constructed in the study for Gong et al (2012). Meanwhile, the ferry routes 
were constructed for the purposes of this study because these routes were not readily 
available. Also, bus routes were reformatted so that they could link better with the street 
layers in the updated multimodal dataset. The connection of features was done via edges 
(line features) and junctions (point features). The edges are the routes and junctions are 
stops or points that enable movement from one edge to another (ESRI, 2017). The 
multimodal data enables connectivity amongst the different sources. The network also 
enables the user to define the appropriate connections among the transit features. For 
example, the user can define how to connect the different layers with one another (usually 
this connection occurs through transfer links). As mentioned before, the multimodal 
network has preference attributes that enable a user to assign priority parameters for 
different transit features during calculations. In addition, the network can incorporate real-
time traffic, travel demand, and other information. Furthermore, the multimodal dataset 
can be shared a feature service which could increase the changes for it to be utilized by 
other applications or modified by users. Still, the main benefit of this dataset is that it 
simplifies the transit network for locations into a shareable GIS product that can be useful 
for mode detection purposes.  
3.5  TRAVEL MODE DETECTION ALGORITHM 
 
3.5.1 PREPROCESSING OF DATA 
The programming language that is used for this project is Python version 2.7.8. 
Python is used for this project because it can access both the proprietary tools of the ArcGIS 




accessed in Python via the Skearn library under the ensemble tools module. ArcGIS version 
10.4 is used for this project and it provides the geoprocessing tools that are used to improve 
upon the prediction generated by the classifier. Python is also used to connect to the SQL 
server and extract the information that is transmitted to the server by the mobile phone. 
The results can be sent back to the phone for this analysis, which is transmitted through the 
internet back to the smartphone application.   
 The code for this study is in Appendix and includes three Python scripts which are 
used for the preprocessing of mobile data (see page 61), random forest classifer (see page 
73), and GIS mode detection tools (see page 76) respectively. The code incorporates some 
functions from the larger transportation project. The code borrowed from the larger 
transportation project involves setting up the workspace environment (e.g., path to 
multimodal network and output folders for the tables and geoprocessing results) and 
processing the mobile data that is stored on the server, which was developed by consulants. 
My addition to the code involves modifying the sections of the code that deal with the 
preprocessing of the data, incorporating new functions for mode predictions, and 
developing the Network Analyst section so that it would fit within the larger framework 
of this study. 
The code can be viewed in two major sections. The first section of the code involves 
the pre-processing of the data. The code establishes the workspace environment and path 
for the multimodal dataset, and establish a connection to the MYSQL server so that the 
mobile data can be pre-processed. This section of the code is also used to calculate travel 
variables (such as speed, distance, etc.) and generate tables for the travel dataset and trips. 




detection the travel mode for different trip segments. The resulting table for this section 
details the mode predictions for each trip segments. The code will then use Network 
Analyst to reconstruct the routes corresponding to mode prediction for each trip segment. 
The smartphone data for this project is stored on a cloud server in a Microsoft SQL 
Server 2008, which is managed by Dr. Hongmian Gong at the Hunter College Department 
of Geography. There are several attributes shown below in Table 1 that are stored on this 
database and are processed later by the algorithm.  
Table 1. Mobile Phone Data  
Attribute Description 
GPS Coordinate  Latitude & Longitude values 
Time  UNIX timestamp for when mobile data is recorded 
Number of Satellites 
(NSAT) 
The number of statellites in view during time of GPS recording. 
 X Acceleration  Gravitational acceration in direction X 
Y Acceleration Gravitational acceration in direction Y 
Z Acceleration Gravitational acceration in direction Y 
Bearing Directional degree for GPS coordinate measured in a clockwise fashion 
from true north 
Altitude  Elevation recording for GPS based on the Word Geodetic System 84 
reference ellipsoid 






This section will detail how the Python script is used to processes and format data from the 
SQL server that will be used for generating tables and geoprocessing calculations. The 
algorithm first converts the UNIX timestamp to standard date and time values. The GPS 
points are collected at approximately 5 second intervals, which is appropriate for collecting 
detailed travel data without producing a voluminous dataset. The code also processes the 
raw GPS coordinates to generate to the standard latitudes and longitudes (for this study, 
this meant dividing the values by 1000000). In addition, the code constraints latitude and 
longitude points to be within the boundaries of New York City.  
The accelerometer readings are used to calculate the synthesized magnitude of 
acceleration. The formula for standardizing the directional values is as follows: 
𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔 = √(𝐴𝑥)2 + (𝐴𝑦)2 + (𝐴𝑧)2 
where 𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔 is the magnitude of acceleration, 𝐴𝑥 is the acceleration for the x axis, 𝐴𝑦 is the 
acceleration for the y axis, and 𝐴𝑧 is the acceleration for the z axis.  In addition, a rolling 
window is used with this formula that uses a window size of 48 points to determine the 
value for each point. Since, the GPS points are 5 seconds apart, the rolling window 
represents 4 minutes of points with 2 minutes of GPS data utilized for each span of the 
window. Due to the limitation of the rolling window, adjustments are made to the first 24 
points and the last 24 points of the data (i.e. the rolling window cannot make valid 
calculations for those values and usually bypasses those values without adjustments). The 
value for the first 24 points is assigned the value for the first valid calculation for the rolling 
window. In addition, the last 24 points are assigned the value of the last valid calculated 




calculations involving rolling windows in this study.) The resulting values are stored in a 
field for magnitude of acceleration.  
The GPS data that was collected had above ground and underground travel, which 
can be distinguished through the NSAT field. The values for the NSAT field are 0, -1, and 
-2, which are inserted by the modified Android App. GPS points with NSAT of 0 represents 
valid GPS coordinates returned from the smartphone. Points with -1 NSAT marks invalid 
coordinates due to poor signal (e.g., subway points do not have valid GPS coordinates 
though they continue to record accelerometer and time data). Points with -2 NSAT marks 
coordinates that are returned from the cellular network, which are usually unreliable. 
Checks are made to reassign the coordinates for invalid points to that of the previously 
known valid GPS point. The valid aboveground GPS data are mainly utilized to make 
calculations going forward; underground and cellular points are stored separately so they 
can be ignored during those calculations. The time interval is calculated by subtracting the 
current time from the previous time. To account for an invalid calculation of the first value 
of a seqeunce, the first value in the time interval list is assigned the value of the next 
position of the field; a similar implementation is factored into calculations involving the 
first value for other sequences.  If this is not done, the calculations for the first value will 
involve the first and and last value of a sequence. This logic assumes that the first value of 
the sequence and the next value will be similar, which may not be necessairily correct. The 
haversine formula is used to compute the spherical distance between two points using their 
latitudes and longitudes (Chopde and Nichat, 2013). Calculations are made for a distance 
field by applying the haversine formula to the GPS points: 
𝑑𝑖𝑗 = 2𝑅 sin




where 𝑑𝑖𝑗 is the spherical distance between two points, 𝑅 is the earth’s radius (6371 km), 
𝐴 is half the difference between latitudes for point 1 and 2, 𝐵 is half the difference between 
longitudes for point 1 and 2,  𝜑𝑖 is the latitude for point 1 and  𝜑𝑗 is latitude for point 2.  
The speed field is calculated by dividing the distances by their corresponding time interval 
values; then a rolling window function is used to smooth the speeds (m/s) as average means. 
The computations made in the preprocessing section are used for stratifying mobile data 
into trips.   
3.5.2 CLASSIFY DATA INTO TRIPS TABLE     
 
Trips are generated in relation to activity nodes (e.g., work, dine, and school). 
Specifically, a trip encompasses the commute between two consecutive activity nodes. The 
trip start marks the first moving point of a trip. Conversely, the trip end occurs at the first 
non-moving point of a non-travel activity (Gong et al., 2012). The initial step for 
identifying activity nodes is to mark the points that are considered “Stopped”. The points 
that have speeds that are less than .894 m/s (same as 2 mph) are marked with a value of 1 
in a stopped field and other values are marked as 0. To identity activity node clusters, the 
code iterates over the travel data to find consecutive stopped points that are less than 50 
meters apart for more than 250 seconds, which is similar to the activity node cluster concept 
used in Chen et al. (2012). The code also stores the first points after each activity node 
cluster in a field for trip starts. Similarly, the code stores the first points before each activity 
node cluster in a field for trip ends. The next step involves identifying points corresponding 
to gaps in each trip. The points with time interval greater than 120 seconds and distances 




the algorithm. A subset of the trip table that is created for the processed data is shown in 
Table 2. 
Table 2. User’s Trips Table 
 
   
3.5.3 DETECT MODE SEGMENTS FOR TRIPS 
 
A trip can contain multiple modal transfers and segments. This section involves 
projecting the GPS data into a feature class of points. Variables are also calculated for the 
distance between each GPS point and the nearest bus route, subway line, commuter rail 
route, and ferry route. These variables are then used for building the random forest 
classifier. To build the random forest classifier, the data are structured as features 
(independent variables) and their target values (dependent variable). With each input point 
producing a feature vector and associated target value. 
A sample travel dataset is utilized that comprises of trips data collected over three 
days. The dataset has the same variables (features) calculated above for the GPS and the 
corresponding mode labels (target values). The mode labels for each of the GPS points are 
still, walk, car, bike, bus, ferry and rail. The labels are generated based on the participant’s 
visual inspection of the points using a GIS. For training purposes, 80% of the GPS points 
is randomly selected from the sample dataset to train the random forest classifier, leaving 
out 20% for subsequent model testing and validation. Once the classifier has been trained, 
an assesment for the classifier’s prediction accuracy is performed, which is discussed in 




on data not used to build the classifier, which approximates how the classifier will predict 
unseen data that it will encounter.  
During the execution of the mode detection algorithm, input GPS features are 
supplied to the previously described classifier.  The resulting list of mode predictions from 
the classifer is further analyzed by the GIS section of the algorithm. There are several 
methods that are used to improve the results of the predictions. Specificially, there is a 
method that utilizes the mode predictions, timestamp data, and a unique id for the GPS 
features to produce trip segments, their corresponding mode, and respective start and end 
ids. The method guarantees that non-walk trip segments are at least 2-minute duration. The 
duration was developed based on visual inspection of the GPS points and is used to create 
a threshold when identifying non-walk segements. There is another method that ensures 
that trips begin and end with a walk segment and that there are walk segments between 
modal transfers (e.g., walk-bus-walk-ferry-walk). The method is meant to also address 
challenges of detecting short walks that can occur during a commuter’s travel. For example, 
an individual could start a trip to a vehicle or end a trip with a short walk from a vehicle 
and in both instances, the short walk may not be detected by the GPS. This method will 
insert a short walk segment to resolve detection issues involving short pedestrian transfers.   
The next method involves using gap points corresponding to GPS signal loss to 
identify underground travel (see page 83 in Appendix). Subway and rail travel are an 
essential part of commuting in New York City. To account for underground travel 
involving subway and rail, the points before and after the gaps will be used to improve the 
mode prediction for trip segments. The code checks several types of gaps. It checks for an 




after the gap are within 50 meters of a subway line. The code also checks for gaps 
corresponding to modal transfers involving rail and subway. All other gap types (e.g., 
tunnels) will default to the mode detected before the GPS is signal loss.  
In New York City, there are several locations where individuals could transfer 
underground from rail to subway and vice versa. For example, Grand Central Station and 
Pennsylvania (Penn) Station are locatons where individuals can walk transfer underground 
between the rail to subway. The multimodal network is utilized to reconstruct the segments 
that represent underground commute involving rail, subway or walk. The stations and lines 
for rail and subway will also be used to predict and assemble the sequence of mode 
segments used for underground movement. A gap that involves rail to subway transfers 
will have a before gap point that is within 50 meters of a rail line. The after-gap point will 
be within 50 meters of a subway line and more than 250 meters away from one of the 
commuter rail stations.  Conversely, a gap that involves subway to rail transfers will have 
a before-gap point that is within 50 meters of a subway and more than 250 meters of the 
listed rail stations. Also, the after-gap point will be within 50 meters of a rail segment. The 





Figure 3.  Underground Transfer Map 
  The map shows a subway to rail underground transfer involving the number one 
train, Penn Station and the Long Island Rail Road (LIRR). The commuter enters the train 
station at Point A (the last GPS point recorded by the commuter’s smartphone before 
entering the subway). The commuter takes the one train to Penn Station and makes an 
underground walk transfer (via transfer link) to the Long Island Rail Road (LIRR) to head 




Island Rail Road (LIRR) appears aboveground (a warm start). Therefore, a subway to rail 
transfer would involve the before gap coordinate being within 50 meters of subway and the 
after gap coordinate would be within 50 meters of a rail (i.e. point A to point B). 
Conversely, a rail to subway transfer would involve the before gap coordinate being within 
50 meters of rail line and the after gap coordinate would be within 50 meters of subway 
(i.e. point B to point A). To account for a short walk to rail within 250 meters of one of the 
previously mentioned rail stations, the before gap point must be 50 meters of a subway 
station, and the point after the gap must be within 50 meters of the rail line. Conversely, a 
valid rail transfer to a street mode within 250 meters of one of the previously mentioned 
rail stations occurs when the before gap point must be 50 meters of a rail line, and the after-
gap point is within 50 meters of a subway station.  For each mode segment, start and end 
points are identified. Also, the code will keep track of mode segment type and gap type. 
The following table is created for the mode segments:  




After the data is used to create the table, it is then used in Network Analyst to reconstruct 
the routes that were potentially taken by the commuter. Network Analyst uses preferences 
attributes, which prioritizes certain transit features in relation to a predicted mode. For 
example, a preference attribute for subway would give high priority for constructing a route 




increases the likelihood that the constructed route will be like the actual path. By default, 
Network Analyst looks for the shortest path for route generation. However, those 
preference and barrier parameters can override the default settings of Network Analyst. 
The mode prediction for each segment and whether the segment involves an 
underground transfer is factored by the algorithm during route construction. Essentially, 
the mode segments are given special distinctions to enable them to construct routes in 
Network Analyst. If there is no gap in a segment, the preference attribute will determine if 
the rail, subway, ferry or streets will be used to reconstruct the route. For segments that 
involve gaps or underground transfer, the preferences are given to either rail, subway or 
walk transfer links to generate the routes. The multimodal network will provide the subway 
and rail stations that will be utilized to construct the routes for the underground transfers 
described above. For example, if a commuter takes the Long Island Rail Road (LIRR) from 
Jamaica station to Penn Station and transfers to the subway to 14 St. Union, the before gap 
point and the Penn Station point will be provided to create the rail segment. Then the Penn 
Station point and subway station point will be used to create the walk transfer link. Lastly, 
the subway station point and the after-gap point is used to create the subway segment. 
Essentially, queries are done to get the appropriate rail and subway station points that are 
needed to reconstruct the route for these underground transfers. The results that are 





Figure 4. Mode Detection Flow Chart 
Figure 4 shows a flow chart that displays an overview of the mode detection steps that 




3.5.4 REAL TIME & SCHEDULED CACULATIONS 
 
A key factor of this web GIS model is its potential for useful real time and scheduled 
calculations. Specifically, this TMD algorithm could be called in real time by clicking a 
button on the modified MyTracks App. This event would trigger the REST API on the 
cloud server to call Python scripts that trigger the algorithm. The code will use ArcGIS as 
client software to implement this mode detection calculation and return results to the end-
users about their commute. This TMD algorithm could also be used daily by the cloud 
server to analyze the travel data for users or volunteers. Specifically, a scheduled task could 
run a batch script of the algorithm to process the different travel data that was obtained by 
different users. Also, the cloud server can be scaled to support the robust demand for travel 
data analysis. Web GIS holds the potential to be a great supplement to current travel 



















4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1  COMPARE SUCCESS OF TRAVEL MODES 
 
The random forest classifier is an integral part of the custom mode detection 
algorithm as it provides predictions for the aboveground travel modes. Therefore, it is 
important to first evaluate the performance of this classifier because it contributes to the 
overall results of this study. As mentioned before, 80% of the GPS points are randomly 
selected from the sample travel dataset and are used to build the classifier. To assess the 
accuracy of the classifier, the remaining 20% of the data is used to evaluate the accuracy 
of the model when predicting for this subset of data not used for training. The classifier 
achieved approximately 98% mode detection accuracy when predicting for the testing 
subset. This strong detection accuracy suggests that the random forest classifier would be 
useful for predicting the aboveground travel modes.   
Table 4. Classification Report  
Mode Accuracy Recall F1-Score Support 
        Still 0.96 0.99 0.97 94 
        Walk 0.97 0.98 0.98 708 
        Bus 1.00 0.97 0.98 166 
        Car 0.99 0.99 0.99 112 
        Bike 0.97 0.98 0.98 163 
        Subway 0.98 0.99 0.99 196 
        Rail 1.00 0.96 0.98 97 
        Ferry 0.99 0.98 0.99 316 
avg / total 0.98 0.98 0.98 1852 
 
A classification report is shown in Table 4 above which details the accuracy for the 
eight modes used to build the classifier. The recall details the proportion of correct mode 
classification when compared with the actual number of mode cases, whereas the accuracy 




mode cases. The F1-score provides an averaging of the recall and accuracy value. All the 
modes had high recall, which suggests a good classifier. The ferry and car mode had the 
highest recall.  The rail and bus had the highest detection accuracy among the travel modes.  
Of the travel modes, walk and bus modes had the lowest recall. The bike mode had the 
lowest accuracy among the travel modes. This suggests that additional data for those modes 
is needed to train the classifier to improve the prediction accuracy for those modes and 
reduce misclassfication.  In general, street modes are usually challenging for TMD because 
there could be instances when the characteristics of the modes appear similar when 
analyzing travel behavior.  
Table 5. Confusion Matrix  
 Still   Walk  Bus  Car  Bike  Subway Rail  Ferry  ∑ 
Still   93 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 94 
Walk  4 694 0 0 4 3 0 3 708 
Bus  0 5 161 0 0 0 0 0 166 
Car   0 1 0 111 0 0 0 0 112 
Bike  0 3 0 0 160 0 0 0 163 
Subway  0 1 0 1 0 194 0 0 196 
Rail  0 4 0 0 0 0 93 0 97 
Ferry  0 5 0 0 0 0 0 311 316 
∑ 97 713 161 112 165 197 93 314 1852 
 
 
A confusion matrix is shown in Table 5. Usually, a good classifier will have larger 
values along the diagonal of the matrix, with relatively low values elsewhere. The 











modes in the testing subset. Still, the matrix suggests that much of the misclassification of 
features occurred with walking and biking modes. The misclassification of walk may be 
attributable to factors such as short walks during modal transfers or instances when a 
person is walking inside a bus or train. Solutions are needed for addressing these walk 
events. Biking is a very challenging mode to detect because it can be misclassified as 
several other modes depending on the individual’s biking style/habits. Specifically, biking 
can feature similar speed characteristics to other modes such as a vehicle and pedestrian 
(Cottrill et al., 2013). Incorporating additional data for bike lanes may assist the classifier 
with reducing the misclassification of the bike mode.   
 




The figure above shows an algorithm comparison for classifiers generated by 
Random Forest (RF), Classification And Regression Tree (CART), and Adaptive Boost 
(AdaBoost). The classifiers are all trained and tested with the parameters from this section. 
The CART classifier essentially represents the predictive power of a single tree in the 
random forest algorithm and the AdaBoost is an ensemble method like random forest. The 
boxplot for RF has a slightly higher median prediction accuracy and tighter interquartile 
range than that of the other two algorithms (although all three performed relatively well).  
Unlike random forest, the other two algorithms have outliers on the box plots, which 
suggest that those methods may not be stable predictors for travel modes. The algorithm 
comparison further suggests that RF provides a strong classifier for travel mode 
predictions.       
 
Figure 6: Feature Importance Graph 





















Figure 6 shows a chart that ranks the importances of the features (variables) that 
were used to build the classifier. Because random forest is a black box method, this chart 
provides a way to assess the features that build the classifier. The chart suggests that 
variables that correspond to locational calculations are important to how random forest 
predicts travel mode.  Specifically, the variables such as GPS coordinates and the nearest 
distance between the GPS points and transit features have higher importance values than 
that of the other variables. The classifier ranks the magnitude of acceleration with a low 
value among the variables shown. This low ranking may suggest that this metric provides 
a richer context for differentiating if a person is walking versus riding in a vehicle since 
walking tends to have higher magnitude of acceleration. However, the value may not be 
providing the classifer with definitive distinctions for the non-pedestrian modes. Hence, 
variables such as speed and distance between the GPS points have a higher importance 
value than the magnitude of acceleration. The vehicle modes are usually faster than 
walking and tend to have GPS points that are farther from each other. Also, the speed 
characteristics amongst different vehicles could also provide distinction amongst such 
modes (e.g., car faster than bus and rail faster than subway). Still, other variables such as 
altitude and individual accelerometer readings could be further investigated since they 
seem to demonstrate significance to the classifier. Overall, the figure shows the strong 
importance of incorporating geographic variables in addition to other sensor data when 
training a classifier for travel mode detection.   
The overall performance of the entire mode detection algorithm which includes the 
classifier and post-processing GIS procedure achieved a 100% success rate. The result for 




80% of the dataset was used to train the classifier, it is expected that the classifier will 
return strong prediction for the trips. Still, the results for this study are analyzed here to 
determine the accuracy of mode detection of the underground travel. The first travel day 
was intended to capture trips that capture modal availability for trips whereby commuters 
would use the commuter rail to commute towards Penn Station coming from Queens. This 
trip is specifically designed to capture travels that involve an underground transfer from 
commuter rail to subway. This trip also is used to analyze the commute of individuals who 
utilize the Staten Island ferry as part of their trips to Mahattan. Also, the travel involved an 
underground transfer from rail to subway. The algorithm successfully detected the rail, 
walk, and then subway modes involved with the transfer.  
  As mentioned before, subway is an important mode whereby commuters travel in 
New York City. Travel day 2 assesses how commuters leave work in lower manhattan 
make subway transfers at PENN station to connect with the LIRR. This dataset involved 
an underground transfer where there is subway to commuter rail transfer. The algorithm 
could successfully detect the modes associated with this modal transfer. The final travel 
dataset modelled how commuters used the Metro North rail to travel into Grand Central 
station. The station is in the Midtown section of manhantan and is significant to consider 
because there are a lot of corporate headquarters and entertainment activities located in the 
surrounding area. This trip involves a rail to walk transfers and the algorithm successfully 
detected this underground transfer. It is important to validate how the algorithm would be 
able to handle underground rail to street mode transfers and vice versa. Combining GIS 
with the random forest algorithm improves the mode classification algorithm, especially 




4.2  RESEARCH ACHIEVEMENTS 
 
 Detecting travel mode in a complex city like New York is a challenging task, which 
can reduce the mode detection accuracy. Still, there are several key research achievements 
that have been accomplished in this project. This study developed a custom mode detection 
algorithm for New York city that incoporates a random forest classifier and GIS methods. 
The entire procedure for the algorithm achieved a 100% mode detection accuracy. The high 
success rate is attributable in part to the strong classifier that is developed for this custom 
algorithm. The classifier returned mode predictions for GPS travel at approximately a 98% 
accuracy, outperforming a decision tree model and an adaptive boost classifier. The 
classifier achieved a relatively high detection accuracy for the travel modes. In fact, the 
classifier’s lowest prediction accuracy is for detecting walk and bike at 97%. Furthermore, 
the lowest recall for the modes is at 96% for rail. The classifer’s strong predictive power 
contributes to high success rate for determining aboveground travel modes in the overall 
algorithm. 
When analyzing the features used to build the classifier, it is evident that many 
geographic variables are considered important by the random forest classifier when 
determining a feature’s target value. For example, variables corresponding to the proximity 
of GPS points to transit’s layers had the highest importance values, which suggests the 
variables’ major role in classifier’s ability to correctly determine travel mode. The analysis 
of the features also suggests that magnitude of acceleration is not as important to the 
classifier as other GPS variables such as speed, bearing, and accuracy. It might be 




generate a strong prediction, because the findings suggest how to reduce varaible inputs 
and maintain robust predictive performance.   
The GIS functionality also contributes to the 100% mode detection rate when 
differentiating between seven travel modes in New York’s complex transit network. The 
algorithm utilizes GIS methods to improve upon the preliminary mode predictions of the 
classifier by correcting minor misclassification errors and detect underground travel.  This 
result is inconclusive since the dataset used to train the classifier and evaluate this entire 
mode detection procedure was relatively small, which may have implications for accuracy 
assessment. For future research, additional data should be gathered to improve the overall 
sample size whereby a subset of the data is solely used to train the classifier and the 
remaining data is used to evaluate the overall algorithm. Still, what is significant about this 
result is that the entire algorithm can detect underground transfers involving subway and 
commuter rails more accurately.  
Network Analyst methods and the multimodal GIS dataset was very important to 
this experiment, because they provide a way to model the multiple modal options that New 
Yorkers have when it comes to commuting. In addition, the Network Analyst tools allow 
for the recreating of the routes that were detected by the algorithm. Some of the subway 
lines and stations in addition to the GPS points were used for detecting underground 
transfer involving commuter rail and subway. Also, Network Analyst methods can extract 
the routes that were travelled by commuters. Figure 7 shown below includes the segments 





Figure 7. Result Example 
This map is very useful because it provides visualization for the travel, which can be very 
useful for analyzing the routes and commuters travel behavior. All these modes are 
complex to determine. It is also important to be mindful of the fact that people travel 
differently and that road conditions can affect the way that certain modes are detected. 
Ambiguities amongst different modes can occur for many different reasons and more 
research needs to be done to be able to distinguish the streets modes. The integration of 
this algorithm with web-based GIS has strong potential to address challenges regarding 
TMD and travel surveying in general. As mentioned before, a key feature of web GIS is 




The benefits of being able to do this are linked to the fact that the routes can be potentially 
edited later by the commuters via the web.  
4.3  RESEARCH LIMITATIONS 
There are many limitations to this study and the results of the research are far from 
conclusive. There are areas that still need improvement. The first way to advance this study 
is to implement more testing of the mode detection algorithm, which is necessary to assess 
how it will detect travel mode for more commuters. Although this study features a sparse 
data collection approach, the larger transportation project will potentially utilize and 
incorporate the algorithm into longitudal studies that require more travel data from many 
participants. In addition, further testing of this algorithm could provide insights on how 
different smartphones and their sensors could potentially affect the prediction of travel 
mode. People travel differently and more could be done to determine how the type of 
sensors from different phones, or how the commuters carry their smartphones might affect 
the results of the algorithm. The results from the different users and their devices will be 
useful for determining the parameters to incorporate into future research.  
Another shortcoming of this study involves improving the detection accuracy for 
the street modes. Street modes are usually very difficult to detect because the modes could 
have similar speed characteristics, accelerometer readings, and paths that are coincident. 
The accelerometer data proved useful for distingishing the walk mode from other street 
modes. Collecting additional data for street modes could improve the way that classifier 
predicts modes, especially for pedestrian and bus which had low recall values. The 
classifier shows that biking had the lowest accuracy value. This value suggests that more 




potentially be misclassified for other street modes. The introduction of bike sharing 
programs (citi bikes) provides an incentive to study this mode since it is becoming a 
preferred option for commuters. Also, bike lanes do not necessarily improve the detection 
of this mode since the lanes are on the streets.  It seems like additional sensor information 
is needed to differentiate the streets modes, especially as it pertains to car, bike and bus.    
  A factor that limits this study involves the need to update the algorithm to 
accommodate changes of the transit network for New York City and the devices that 
commuters will use. Specifically, a limitation of the custom algorithm will be the need to 
add more rules to accommodate changes that are made in the real world. In addition, there 
are issues with needing to update the GIS datasets that will be also utilized for the 
alogorithm. Furthermore, updated GIS datasets might not be readily available. For 
example, this study involved manually constructing the ferry routes for the multimodal 
network because they were not readily available.      
Despite the limitations of the research, there are still positive assets that are 
important to this study. Specifically, this research builded a strong travel mode classifier 
accurately detected aboveground travel and underground transfers involving rail and 
subway. Obtaining data for underground travel is not very easy to access. A benefit of this 
custom alogorithm is that it does not require extensive amount of training data for the mode 
detection to be done. Research needs to consider utilizing more sparse travel datsets and 









5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
Travel mode detection algorithms have the potential to improve the travel surveying 
process. It is very difficult for heuristics and deterministic approaches to solve travel mode 
detection in a very complex city such as New York City without incorporating GIS data. 
This research developed a travel mode algorithm that includes a random classifier that 
achieved roughly a 98% mode detection rate when predicting aboveground travel. The 
algorithm also utilizes GIS methods to improve upon the predictions of the classifier and 
is also able to detect underground travel modes. This study shows that features such as 
proximity to transit layers is important for determing travel modes. Therefore, it is 
important to incorporate geographic variables in addition to accelerometer data, speed, and 
other sensor information when training the mode detection classifier. There are advantages 
and limitations for this study. The key limitation is associated with the challenges of 
detecting street modes such as biking. Training the random forest classifier with more data 
for the street modes holds to improve the prediction of travel modes. Still, there are several 
promising advantages of this study. Specifically, the web GIS model that is purposed in 
this research could transform the surveying process, especially since it resolves some of 
the major issues of that process (e.g., management of travel datasets) for travel information. 
The web GIS framework has potential opportunities for commuters to update and edit their 
travel information, which can significantly improve the mode detection success rate. 
Another key factor to this is being able to incorporate smartphones which is an important 
context sensitive tool that is enabling a lot of users to participate in travel surveys and in a 
more convenient manner than traditional methods. The automation of the travel surveying 




trends are suggesting that this process will continue to significantly advance and include 
automated components.  
 The improved success of this algorithm also holds the potential to be incorporated 
into Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). There have been many ITS goals over the 
years that have been aimed at making our world more interested in and reliant on 
technology. This study could be used to provide datasets that are valuable to agencies such 
as the MTA. Specifically, this organization manages a significant amount of the 
transportation infrastructure and oversees the transit-related services for the city. Being 
able to have more detail information about how riders are commuting and how their trips 
can provide rich context of information can be very valuable to these agencies. Agencies 
like the MTA can plan better how to service customers and how to repair and maintain 
their infrastructures. In addition, being able to understand the mode that people are 
travelling is important for advertising agencies because the agencies would be able to better 
factor in their algorithms the location of commuters and their mode when sending 
advertisements. For example, by knowing that a person is taking a car, an ad could be sent 
for gas discounts; or a person taking a ferry could receive an ad for a nearby restaurant, 
which can be beneficial to customers and businesses. Location based services is a key 
feature of many apps, so this improvement in travel mode detection holds the potential to 
even transform the way that applications consider their users’ location in relation to their 
movements.      
Ensuring high accuracy rates and a wide coverage of travel data collection has been 
the motivation for numerous research for travel mode detection. While this work has been 




testing needs to be done to the mode detection algorithm. Also, this study was unique in 
that it involved collecting data for 7 modes in a single day. It is fair to assume that most 
commuters will not take 7 modes to get from different destinations on a regular basis. 
Overall distinguishing street modes is a difficult task due to ambiguities of people’s street-
level trips. For example, the bike mode is a mode that still needs more research to advance 
the criteria for detecting this mode.  There is a chance that additional sensor data can help 
improve TMD. For example, research has suggested usage of smartphone camera for 
determining modes.  
This research has made considerable improvements to analyzing sparse 
transportation data. Many artificial intelligence methods require vast amount of training 
data. However, it is difficult to obtain such voluminous datasets for training purposes. 
Therefore, research into sparse datasets can provide alternatives for analyzing people’s 
trips. Still, this algorithm is an important part of this web GIS framework. The goals of 
being able to develop an automated travel surverying tool for New York City is very 
important, which is one goal of the larger project.  
This research has revealed several promising avenues for furture research, 
including incorporating artificial intelligence techniques with this GIS-driven approach to 
further improve the detection of travel results. In addition, with all the advancements in 
smartphone technologies, there seems to be many opporutnites to obtain useful travel 
information for commuters. Future research will consider incorporating other senor data 











    Preprocess.py script 









import numpy as np 
from collections import deque 
from itertools import islice 
from math import radians, cos, sin, asin, sqrt 
 
# rolling window function 
def RollingWindow(seq, seqSize, winSize, cal): 
 
 
    """ 
     Purpose: Find the mean or variance for the points in a sliding window (fixed size) 
              as it is moved from left to right by one point at a time. 
      Inputs: 
          seq -- list containing items for which a mean (in a sliding window) is 
                 to be calculated (N items) 
            N -- length of sequence 
            M -- number of items in sliding window 
      Otputs: 
        vals -- list of means or variance for seq 
 
        reference: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/6822725/rolling-or-sliding-window-iterator-in-
python 
 
    """ 
    # Load deque (d) with first window of seq 
    d = deque(seq[0:winSize]) 
    if cal == 'v': 
        vals = [np.var(d)]  # contains variance of first window 
    else: 
        vals = [np.mean(d)]  # contains mean of first window 
 
    # Now slide the window by one point to the right for each new position (each pass through 
    # the loop). Stop when the item in the right end of the deque contains the last item in seq 
    if cal == 'v': 
        for item in islice(seq, winSize, seqSize): 
            old = d.popleft()  # pop oldest from left 




            vals.append(np.var(d)) 
    else: 
        for item in islice(seq, winSize, seqSize): 
            old = d.popleft()  # pop oldest from left 
            d.append(item)  # push newest in from right 
            vals.append(np.mean(d)) 
 
    # add buffer values for start of the seq 
    buff = winSize / 2 - 1 
    while buff > 0: 
        vals.insert(0, vals[0]) 
        buff -= 1 
 
    # add buffer values for end of the seq 
    buff = winSize / 2 
    while buff > 0: 
        vals.append(vals[-1]) 
        buff -= 1 
 
    return vals 
 
 
# Calculate time interval between two points' 
def TimeInterval(time): 
 
    TIME_INTERVAL = [] 
    for x in xrange(len(time)): 
        difference = (time[x] - time[x-1]) 
        TIME_INTERVAL.append((difference.days *86400.0 + difference.seconds)/1.0) 
    TIME_INTERVAL[0] =  TIME_INTERVAL[1] 
    return TIME_INTERVAL 
 
 
# Calculate distance between two points (Haversine formula)' 
def Haversine(lon,lat): 
    Distance = [] 
    for x in xrange(len(lon)): 
        lon1 = lon[x] 
        lon2 = lon[x-1] 
        lat1 = lat[x] 
        lat2 = lat[x-1] 
 
        # convert decimal degrees to 
        lon1, lat1, lon2, lat2 = map(radians, [lon1, lat1, lon2, lat2]) 
 
        # haversine formula 
        dlon = lon2 - lon1 
        dlat = lat2 - lat1 
        a = sin(dlat/2.0)**2 + cos(lat1) * cos(lat2) * sin(dlon/2.0)**2 
        c = 2.0 * asin(sqrt(a)) 
        km = 6367.0 * c 
        meters = km * 1000.0 




    Distance[0] =  Distance[1] 
    return Distance 
 
# Calculate speed for point 
def SpeedCal(distance,time): 
    speed = [] 
    for x in xrange(len(time)): 
        if time[x] > 0: 
            speed.append((distance[x] / time[x]))  # (.444M/s equivalent of 1.6 KM/Hour) 
        else: 
            speed.append(0.0)  # this should not happen 
    speed[0] = 0.0 
    return speed 
 
# calculate magnitude of acceleration 
def MagAccelCal(accelx, accely, accelz): 
    moa = [] 
    for x in xrange(len(accelx)): 
        sumsq = accelx[x]** 2 + accely[x]** 2 + accelz[x]** 2 
        moa.append(sqrt(sumsq)) 
    return moa 
 
# calculate speed-related acceleration 
def AcceleratonCal(_timeInterval,_speed): 
    Accel = [] 
    for x in xrange(len(_speed)): 
        if _timeInterval[x] == 0: 
            Accel.append(0) 
        else: 
            if _timeInterval[x] <= 10: 
                Accel.append((_speed[x] - _speed[x - 1]) / _timeInterval[x]) 
            else: 
                Accel.append(99999) 
    Accel[0] = Accel[1] 
    return Accel 
 
 
# detect non movement GPS point 
def DetectStops(_speed): 
 
    stopped = [] 
    num = 0 
 
    for x in _speed: 
        if x < .894:  # .894 m/s 
            stopped.insert(num, 1) 
            num = num + 1 
        else: 
            stopped.insert(num, 0) 
            num = num + 1 
 





# find signal gaps 
def DetectGaps(_distance,_timeInterval): 
    Gap =[] 
    for x in xrange(len(_distance)): 
        # or Distance[x] >1500 
        if _timeInterval[x] > 120 and _distance[x] > 250: 
            Gap.insert(x, 1) 
        else: 
            Gap.insert(x, 0) 
 
    return Gap 
 
# detect point before a gap 
def BeforeGapsPos(_gap): 
    BeforeGap =[] 
    for x in xrange(len(_gap)): 
        if _gap[x] == 1 and _gap[x - 1] == 0: 
            BeforeGap.insert(x - 1, 1) 
        else: 
            BeforeGap.insert(x, 0) 
 
    return BeforeGap 
 
# detect point after a gap 
def AfterGapsPos(_gap): 
    AfterGap =[] 
    for x in xrange(len(_gap)): 
        if _gap[x] == 0 and _gap[x-1] == 1: 
            AfterGap.insert(x, 1) 
        else: 
            AfterGap.insert(x, 0) 
    return AfterGap 
 
# used to fetch distance for candidate activity nodes 
def ActDistanceCal(_distance): 
    ActDistance =[] 
    for x in xrange(len( _distance)): 
        if _distance[x] < 50: #10 
            ActDistance.insert(x, 1) 
        else: 
            ActDistance.insert(x, 0) 
 
    return ActDistance 
 
# generate activity nodes 
def ActNodeCal (_actDistance,_timeInterval,_stops): 
 
    ActNode = [] 
    ActTime = [] 
    totaltime = 0 
    for x in xrange(len(_actDistance)): 
        if _actDistance[x] == 1 and _stops[x] == 1: 




            totaltime += _timeInterval[x] 
            if totaltime > 210: 
                ActNode[ActTime[0]: ActTime[0]+len(ActTime)] = [] 
                for p in ActTime: 
                    ActNode.insert(p, 1) 
                    totaltime = 0 
                    ActTime = [] 
            else: 
                ActNode.insert(x, 0) 
        else: 
             ActNode.insert(x, 0) 
             totaltime = 0 
             ActTime = [] 
 
    return ActNode 
 
# get trip start ids 
def TripStartCal(_actNode): 
 
    TripStart = [] 
    for x in xrange(len(_actNode)): 
        if _actNode[x] == 0 and _actNode[x-1] == 1: 
            TripStart.insert(x, 1) 
            #startID.append(pid[x]) 
        else: 
            TripStart.insert(x, 0) 
 
    return TripStart 
 
 
# get trip end ids 
def TripEndCal(_actNode): 
    TripEnd = [] 
    endID = []   # superflous 
 
    for  x in xrange(len(_actNode)): 
        if _actNode[x] == 1 and _actNode[x - 1] == 0: 
            TripEnd.append(1) 
            TripEnd.append(0) 
            TripEnd.pop(x - 1) 
            #endID.append(pid[x]) 
        else: 
            TripEnd.insert(x, 0) 
 
    return TripEnd 
 
# fetech the raw gps data 
def ProcessData (fpath,filename,outputDir): 
 
    # lists to store feed data 
    _lon = [] 
    _lat = [] 




    _time = [] 
    _accelx = [] 
    _accely = [] 
    _accelz = [] 
    _accuracy = [] 
    _bearing = [] 
    _altitude = [] 
 
    #fpath = r'......\_mode\data\trip1' + os.sep + 'lsava7Data.csv' 
    with open(fpath) as f: 
        reader = csv.reader(f) 
        data = list(reader) 
 
    for x in xrange(len(data)): 
        if 'userid' in data[x][0]: 
            pass 
        else: 
            _lon.append(float(data[x][2])) 
            _lat.append(float(data[x][3])) 
            _time.append(datetime.datetime.strptime((data[x][5]), "%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S")) 
            _accuracy.append(float(data[x][6])) 
            _bearing.append(float(data[x][7])) 
            _altitude.append(float(data[x][9])) 
            _nsat.append(float(data[x][10])) 
            _accelx.append(float(data[x][11]))  # x values 
            _accely.append(float(data[x][12]))  # y values 
            _accelz.append(float(data[x][13]))  # z values 
 
    # lists to store calculation 
    _pid = range(len(_lon)) 
    _distance = Haversine(_lon, _lat) 
    _timeInterval = TimeInterval(_time) 
    _speed = RollingWindow(SpeedCal(_distance, _timeInterval),len(_pid),48) 
    _magAccel = RollingWindow(MagAccelCal(_accelx, _accely, _accelz),len(_pid),48) 
    _acceleration = AcceleratonCal(_timeInterval, _speed) 
    _stops = DetectStops(_speed) 
    _gaps = DetectGaps(_distance, _timeInterval) 
    _beforeGap = BeforeGapsPos(_gaps) 
    _afterGap = AfterGapsPos(_gaps) 
    _actDistance = ActDistanceCal(_distance) 
    _actNode = ActNodeCal(_actDistance, _timeInterval, _stops) 
    _tripStart = TripStartCal(_actNode) 
    _tripEnd = TripEndCal(_actNode) 
 
 
    _Mode = _Mode = getActualModes(filename) 
 
    # '\t# Reorganize GPS point data and fields') 
    dataFields = ["pid", "lon", "lat", "time", "accuracy", "bearing", 
                  "speed", "altitude", "nsat", "accelx", "accely", "accelz", 
                  "magAccel", "TIME_INTERVAL", "Distance", "Accel", "Stopped", 





    # store data 
    Data = zip(_pid, _lon, _lat, _time, _accuracy, _bearing, \ 
               _speed, _altitude, _nsat, _accelx, _accely, _accelz, \ 
               _magAccel, _timeInterval, _distance, _acceleration, _stops, \ 
               _gaps, _beforeGap, _afterGap, _actDistance, _actNode, _tripStart, _tripEnd,_Mode) 
 
 
    # '\t# Write fields and then rows to csv[*Data.csv]' 
    dataTable = outputDir+ filename + "Data.csv" 
    with open(dataTable, 'wb') as myfile: 
        wrtr = csv.writer(myfile, delimiter=',', quotechar='"') 
        wrtr.writerow(dataFields) 
        for row in Data: 
            wrtr.writerow(row) 
            myfile.flush() 
 
 
    return None 
 
 
# used to label traning dataset 
def getActualModes(filename): 
    """ 
           Still = 0 
           Walk = 1 
           Bus = 2 
           Car = 3 
           Bike = 4 
           Subway = 5 
           Rail = 6 
           Ferry = 7 
       """ 
 
    if filename == 'RailtoSubway': 
 
        _Mode = np.zeros(3431) 
 
        _Mode[:74] = 1 
        _Mode[74:138] = 0 
        _Mode[138:201] = 2 
        _Mode[201:253] = 0 
        _Mode[253:440] = 5 
        _Mode[440:486] = 1 
 
        _Mode[486:750] = 5 
        _Mode[750:800] = 1 
        _Mode[800:922] = 0 
        _Mode[922:987] = 1 
        _Mode[987:1213] = 6 
        _Mode[1213:1236] = 1 
 
        _Mode[1236:1344] = 0 




        _Mode[1419:1461] = 1 
        _Mode[1461:1621] = 4 
        _Mode[1621:1665] = 1 
        _Mode[1665:2000] = 7 
        _Mode[2000:2043] = 1 
 
        _Mode[2043:2092] = 0 
        _Mode[2092:2180] = 1 
        _Mode[2180:2505] = 7 
        _Mode[2505:2686] = 1 
        _Mode[2686] = 5 
        _Mode[2687:3190] = 1 
        _Mode[3190:] = 3 
 
    elif filename == 'SubwaytoRail': 
 
        _Mode = np.zeros(3089) 
 
        _Mode[:26] = 1 
        _Mode[26:341] = 3 
        _Mode[341:374] = 5 
        _Mode[374:394] = 1 
        _Mode[394:720] = 4 
        _Mode[720:755] = 0 
 
        _Mode[755:876] = 1 
        _Mode[876:1018] = 2 
        _Mode[1018:1044] = 1 
        _Mode[1044:1357] = 7 
        _Mode[1357:1580] = 1 
        _Mode[1580:1898] = 2 
 
        _Mode[1898:1961] = 1 
        _Mode[1961] = 5 
        _Mode[1962:2145] = 6 
        _Mode[2145:2359] = 1 
        _Mode[2359:2733] = 5 
        _Mode[2733:2842] = 1 
        _Mode[2842:2984] = 2 
        _Mode[2984:] = 1 
 
    elif filename == 'RailtoWalk': 
 
        _Mode = np.zeros(2740) 
 
        _Mode[:50] = 3 
        _Mode[50:329] = 1 
        _Mode[329:483] = 5 
        _Mode[483:716] = 1 
        _Mode[716:883] = 6 
        _Mode[883:1232] = 1 
 




        _Mode[1800:1832] = 1 
        _Mode[1832:2080] = 2 
        _Mode[2080:2164] = 1 
        _Mode[2164:2240] = 0 
        _Mode[2240:2500] = 4 
        _Mode[2500:] = 1 
 
    else: 
        return None 
 
    return _Mode 
 
# used to calculate nearness of points to transit features 
def DistFromMode(modes, gdbDataFLayer,workspace): 
 
    for x in modes.keys(): 
 
        intable = workspace+"GPSnear"+x 
        column = "Near"+ x 
 
        arcpy.GenerateNearTable_analysis(gdbDataFLayer, modes[x],intable) 
 
        fieldCurs = arcpy.UpdateCursor(gdbDataFLayer) 
        calcFields = fieldCurs.next() 
        with arcpy.da.SearchCursor(intable, "NEAR_DIST") as cursor: 
            for row in cursor: 
                calcFields.setValue(column, row[0]) 
                fieldCurs.updateRow(calcFields) 
                calcFields = fieldCurs.next() 
 
 
    return None 
 
# 
def IsPointNearMode(modes, gdbDataFLayer): 
 
    for x in modes.keys(): 
 
        if x == 'Ferry': 
            arcpy.SelectLayerByLocation_management(gdbDataFLayer, 'WITHIN_A_DISTANCE', modes[x], 
                                                   "300 meters", 'NEW_SELECTION')  # 50 
        else: 
            arcpy.SelectLayerByLocation_management(gdbDataFLayer, 'WITHIN_A_DISTANCE', modes[x], 
                                                   "50 meters", 'NEW_SELECTION') 
 
        print float(arcpy.GetCount_management(gdbDataFLayer).getOutput(0)) 
 
        cursor = arcpy.UpdateCursor(gdbDataFLayer) 
        for cur in cursor: 
            cur.setValue("Near"+ x, 1) 
            cursor.updateRow(cur) 
 




            arcpy.SelectLayerByLocation_management(gdbDataFLayer, "WITHIN_A_DISTANCE", 
                                               modes[x], "300 meters", "NEW_SELECTION","INVERT") 
        else: 
            arcpy.SelectLayerByLocation_management(gdbDataFLayer, "WITHIN_A_DISTANCE", 
                                                   modes[x], "50 meters", "NEW_SELECTION", "INVERT") 
 
        print float(arcpy.GetCount_management(gdbDataFLayer).getOutput(0)) 
 
 
        cursor = arcpy.UpdateCursor(gdbDataFLayer) 
        for cur in cursor: 
            cur.setValue("Near"+x, 0) 
            cursor.updateRow(cur) 
 
    return None 
 
# generate output feature GPS dataset 
# to be used for building rf classifier 
def FormatToNumpyArray(filename): 
 
    #('# Variable for the MiltiModal Network used in the Network Analysis') 
    usercacheDir = r'{your output directory}'+os.sep 
 
    networkroot = r'{your path to multimodal dataset'+os.sep 
 
    network = networkroot + "MultiModalNetwork" 
 
    CommuterRailLines = networkroot + "CommuterRailLines" 
 
    BusRoutes = networkroot + "BusRoutes" 
 
    FerryRoutes = networkroot + "FerryRoutes" 
 
    Streets = networkroot + "Streets" 
 
    SubwayLines = networkroot + "SubwayLines" 
 
 
    # make transit layer for modes 
    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(CommuterRailLines, "RailLines_lyr", """ "Above" = 'Y' """) 
    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(SubwayLines, "SubwayLines_lyr", """ "Above" = 'Y' """) 
    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(Streets, "Streets_lyr") 
    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(BusRoutes, "BusRoutes_lyr") 
    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(FerryRoutes, "FerryRoutes_lyr") 
 
 
    # path to the transit route features 
    modes = {} 
    modes['Ferry'] = "FerryRoutes_lyr" 
    modes['Subway'] = "SubwayLines_lyr" 
    modes['Rail'] = "RailLines_lyr" 
    modes['Bus'] = "BusRoutes_lyr" 






    # Set up parameters for data projection 
    wgs = arcpy.SpatialReference("WGS 1984") 
    prj = arcpy.Describe(CommuterRailLines).spatialReference 
 
 
    arcpy.env.outputCoordinateSystem = prj 
    arcpy.env.workspace = r'......\Desktop\_mode\output'+os.sep+ filename +'data.gdb' 
    arcpy.env.overwriteOutput = True 
    print "processing data for  references for  street network data" 
 
    # ('# Sets the path to the file-based geodatabase for processing') 
    gdbtmp = filename +"data.gdb" 
    gdbroot = usercacheDir + gdbtmp + os.sep 
    if arcpy.Exists(gdbroot)==False: 
        arcpy.CreateFileGDB_management(usercacheDir, gdbtmp ) 
 
    # '\t# Import preprocessed data[csv] into scratch geodataabse for processing') 
    gdbDataTable = 'temp' + "Data" 
    #filename = 'RailtoSubway' 
    dataTable = usercacheDir + filename + "Data.csv" 
 
    # "\t# Importing GPS CSV into file GDB as a Table[*Data]") 
    if arcpy.Exists(gdbroot+gdbDataTable)==False: 
 
        arcpy.TableToTable_conversion(dataTable, gdbroot, gdbDataTable, "") 
 
        # ('\t# Convert the file GDB GPS data to XYEvent') 
    gps = "GPSData" 
    gpsPoints = gdbroot + "\\" + filename + "GPS" 
    data = gdbroot + "\\" + gdbDataTable 
 
    if arcpy.Exists(gpsPoints)==False: 
 
        arcpy.MakeXYEventLayer_management(data, "lon", "lat", gps, wgs, "") 
 
        # ('\t# Load the GPS XYEvent to the file GDB as a fclass [*GPS]') 
        arcpy.Project_management(gps, gpsPoints, prj) 
 
    # add columns 
    arcpy.AddField_management(gpsPoints, "NearBus", "LONG") 
    arcpy.AddField_management(gpsPoints, "NearStreet", "LONG") 
    arcpy.AddField_management(gpsPoints, "NearFerry", "LONG") 
    arcpy.AddField_management(gpsPoints, "NearSubway", "LONG") 
    arcpy.AddField_management(gpsPoints, "NearRail", "LONG") 
 
    gdbDataFLayer = gdbDataTable + "Layer" 
 
    # AddMsgAndPrint('\t# Make a feature layer for querying [*GPS]->[*GPSLayer]') 
    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(gpsPoints, gdbDataFLayer, "", "", "") 
 





    fields =("pid", "lon", "lat", "accuracy", "bearing", "speed", "altitude", 
        "nsat", "accelx", "accely", "accelz", "magAccel", "TIME_INTERVAL", "Distance", 
        "Accel", "Stopped", "Gap", "BeforeGap", "AfterGap", "ActDistance", "ActNode", 
        "TripStart", "TripEnd",'NearBus', 'NearRail', 'NearSubway','NearFerry','Mode') 
 
    arr = arcpy.da.FeatureClassToNumPyArray(gdbDataFLayer, fields) 
 
    print "done" 
 
    return arr 
 
if __name__ == '__main__': 
 
    # environment 
    path1 = r'...\Desktop\_mode\data\trip1' + os.sep + 'lsava7Data.csv' 
    path2 = r'.....\Desktop\_mode\data\trip2' + os.sep + 'lsava7Data.csv' 
    path3 = r'.....\Desktop\_mode\data\trip3' + os.sep + 'crystalData.csv' 
    outputDir = r'.....\Desktop\_mode\output' + os.sep 
 
    # process data 
    ProcessData(path1, "RailtoSubway", outputDir) 
    ProcessData(path2, "SubwaytoRail", outputDir) 
    ProcessData(path3, "RailtoWalk", outputDir) 
 
    # add columns  for proximity to transit features 
    arr1 = FormatToNumpyArray('RailtoSubway') 
    arr2 = FormatToNumpyArray('RailtoWalk') 
    arr3 = FormatToNumpyArray('SubwaytoRail') 
 
    # combine arrays 
    dataset = np.concatenate((arr1, arr2, arr3)) 
 
    # final output csv 






















RANDOM FOREST CLASSIFIER 
 
""" 
    classifier.py 
 
    This script has the random forest classifier  






import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from sklearn import model_selection 
from sklearn.metrics import classification_report 
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix 
from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score 
from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeClassifier 




    """ 
    :param x:  numerical value corresponding to the mode 
    :return:  the mode 
 
    """ 
 
    mode ={'0':'Still','1':'Walk','2':'Bus','3':'Car','4':' Bike','5':'Subway','6':'Rail','7':'Ferry'} 
 
    return mode[str(x)] 
 
def predictMode (features, trainingdata): 
 
    """ 
    :param features: dataset that the classifier will predict for 
    :param trainingdata: the dataset for training theclassifier 
    :return: list of Predicted modes for dataset 
 
    """ 
 
    array = trainingdata.values 
    X = array[:, :-1] 
    Y = array[:, -1].astype(str) 
    validation_size = 0.20 
    seed = 7 
 
    X_train, _, Y_train, _ = model_selection.train_test_split(X, Y, test_size=validation_size, 
                                                                                    random_state=seed) 
    clf = RandomForestClassifier() 
    clf.fit(X_train, Y_train) 









    """ 
    :param features: data for which to predict 
    :param trainingdata: data to train classifier 
    :param num: the trip id 
    :return: json file with mode predictions 
 
    """ 
 
    modepredictions = {"modes": []} 
    modepredictions['modes'] = predictMode(features, trainingdata) 
    _directory = u".......\\Desktop\\_mode\output\\" 
    _jsonfilename = "t" +str(num)+"_predictions.json" 
 
    _jsondestination = os.path.join(_directory, _jsonfilename) 
    with open(_jsondestination, 'w')as _outputfile: 
        json.dump(modepredictions, _outputfile) 
 
    return _jsondestination 
 
if __name__ == '__main__': 
 
    # Part 1 Exploratory Anaylsis 
    path = r"{your path to trainin dataset}" 
 
    fields = ["pid", "lon", "lat", "accuracy", "bearing", "speed", "altitude", 
             "nsat", "accelx", "accely", "accelz", "magAccel", "TIME_INTERVAL", "Distance", 
             "Accel", "Stopped", "Gap", "BeforeGap", "AfterGap", "ActDistance", "ActNode", 
             "TripStart", "TripEnd", 'NearBus', 'NearRail', 'NearSubway', 'NearFerry', 'Mode'] 
 
    dataset = pandas.read_csv(path, names=fields) 
 
 
    # Split-out validation dataset 
    array = dataset.values 
    X = array[:, :-1] 
    Y = array[:, -1].astype(str) 
    validation_size = 0.20 
    seed = 7 
 
    X_train, X_validation, Y_train, Y_validation = model_selection.train_test_split(X, Y, 
test_size=validation_size, 
                                                                                    random_state=seed) 
 
    # Test options and evaluation metric 
    seed = 7 
    scoring = 'accuracy' 
 




    models = [] 
    models.append(('RF', RandomForestClassifier())) 
    models.append(('AdaBoost', AdaBoostClassifier(DecisionTreeClassifier()))) 
    models.append(('CART', DecisionTreeClassifier())) 
 
 
    # evaluate each model in turn 
    results = [] 
    names = [] 
    for name, model in models: 
        kfold = model_selection.KFold(n_splits=10, random_state=seed) 
        cv_results = model_selection.cross_val_score(model, X_train, Y_train, cv=kfold, scoring=scoring) 
        results.append(cv_results) 
        names.append(name) 
        msg = "%s: %f (%f)" % (name, cv_results.mean(), cv_results.std()) 
        print(msg) 
 
    # Compare Algorithms 
    fig = plt.figure() 
    fig.suptitle('Algorithm Comparison') 
    ax = fig.add_subplot(111) 
    plt.boxplot(results) 
    ax.set_xticklabels(names) 
    plt.xlabel('Classifier') 
    plt.ylabel('Accuracy rate') 
    plt.show() 
 
    # Make predictions on validation dataset 
    clf = RandomForestClassifier() 
    clf.fit(X_train, Y_train) 
    predictions = clf.predict(X_validation) 
 
    print(accuracy_score(Y_validation, predictions)) 
    print(confusion_matrix(Y_validation, predictions)) 
    print(classification_report(Y_validation, predictions)) 
    print list(zip(fields[:-1], clf.feature_importances_)) 
 
    # create prediction outputs for the 
    trip1 = X[:3431] 
    trip2 = X[3431:6171] 
    trip3 = X[6171:] 
 
    predictedModeAsJson(trip1,dataset,1) 
    predictedModeAsJson(trip2, dataset, 2) 












GIS MODE DETECTOR 
 
""" 
    mode.py 
 
    Sript that improves upon classifier predictions 








from collections import Counter 
from math import radians, cos, sin, asin, sqrt 
 
def CheckoutLicenses(): 
    import arcpy 
    agslicStatus = arcpy.CheckExtension("Network") 
    if agslicStatus == "Available": 
        print ("# Network analyst extension license is available!") 
        chout = arcpy.CheckOutExtension("Network") 
        if chout == "CheckedOut": 
            print ("# Network analyst extension was checked out!") 
            return True 
        else: 
            print ("# Network analyst extension: " + chout) 
    else: 
        print ("# Network analyst extension license: " + agslicStatus) 
        return False 
    return False 
 
def getSubwayStationID(x, mode, FLayer): 
 
    query = [""" "ROUTES" ='A-C-E' OR "ROUTES" =' A-B-C-D-E-F-V' OR "ROUTES" ='A-C' OR "ROUTES" ='A-
B-C-D' """, 
             """ "ROUTES" ='1-2-3-9' """, """ "ROUTES" ='7' """, 
             """ "ROUTES" ='4-5-6'""", """ "ROUTES" ='2-3-4-5'""", 
             """ "ROUTES" ='S' AND  "ID" = 2000106 """] 
    stationID = None 
 
    for q in query: 
        arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(FLayer, "NEW_SELECTION", '"pid" = ' + str(x)) 
 
        arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(mode, "NEW_SELECTION", q) 
        # Select trip starts or ends near commuter rail stations 
        arcpy.SelectLayerByLocation_management(FLayer, "WITHIN_A_DISTANCE", 
                                               mode, "50 meters", "SUBSET_SELECTION") 
        if int(arcpy.GetCount_management(FLayer).getOutput(0)) == 1: 
            # if rid == 3000 




                stationID = 1183 
            elif "1" in q: 
                stationID = 1012 
            elif "4-5-6" in q or '7' in q: 
                stationID = 1113 
            elif "2" in q: 
                stationID = 1076 
            elif 'S' in q: 
                stationID = 1098 
            else: 
                stationID = None 
        else: 
            pass 
 
    return stationID 
 
def getRailStationID(x, mode, FLayer): 
 
 
    query = [""" "LINE" ='Main Line' AND ("OBJECTID" = 63 or "OBJECTID" = 39) """, 
             """ "LINE" ='Atlantic Branch' AND ("OBJECTID" = 1 or "OBJECTID" = 17) """, 
             """ "LINE" ='Hudson Line' AND ("OBJECTID" = 7 or "OBJECTID" = 56)"""] 
    stationID = None 
 
    for q in query: 
        arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(FLayer, "NEW_SELECTION", '"pid" = ' + str(x)) 
 
        arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(mode, "NEW_SELECTION", q) 
        # Select trip starts or ends near commuter rail stations 
        arcpy.SelectLayerByLocation_management(FLayer, "WITHIN_A_DISTANCE", 
                                               mode, "100 meters", "SUBSET_SELECTION") 
        if int(arcpy.GetCount_management(FLayer).getOutput(0)) == 1: 
            if 'Main' in q: 
                stationID = 3000 
            elif "Hudson" in q: 
                stationID = 3200 
            elif 'Atlantic' in q: 
                stationID = 3091 
            else: 
                stationID = None 
 
        else: 
            pass 
 
    return stationID 
 
def jsonToList(f): 
    """ 
    :param f: 
    :return: 
    """ 
    with open(f) as json_data: 




        d = [str(x.lower()) for x in j['modes']] 
 
    return d 
 
 
def colToArray(f, *args): 
    """ 
    :param f: feature to extract column from 
    :param col: desired column to turn into array 
    :return: array for the column 
    """ 
    arr = arcpy.da.FeatureClassToNumPyArray(f, args) 
    arr.sort(axis=0) 
 
    return arr 
 
 
def fetchFeaturePath(fc, *args): 
    """ 
    :param fc: 
    :param args: 
    :return: 
    """ 
    if args: 
        network = args 
    network = r'......\\_mode\\data\network\\xNYCnetwork.gdb\\MultiModalNetwork\\' 
 
    """ 
    :param f: feature class to search for in geodatabase 
    :return:  provides path for feature class 
    """ 
    if not arcpy.Exists(network + fc): 
        raise Exception 
 
    return os.path.normpath(network + fc) 
 
 
def coltoList(fc, col): 
    # type: (object, object) -> object 
    """ 
    :param fc: feature class 
    :param col: column to extract data from 
    :return: list of the values stored in column 
    """ 
 
    rows = arcpy.SearchCursor(fc) 
    vals = [row.getValue(col) for row in rows] 
 
    return vals 
 
 





    """ 
    :param modes: 
    :param time: 
    :return: 
    """ 
 
    curr = ['start','still'] 
    potentModeChPts = [] 
    # store the mode classification in python list 
    for x, m in enumerate(modes): 
        if m not in curr: 
            potentModeChPts.append(x) 
            curr[0] = m 
 
    # validate time for mode change is greater than 4 mins 
    validModeChPts = [] 
    for x, p in enumerate(potentModeChPts): 
        if x == 0: 
            validModeChPts.append(p) 
        else: 
            try: 
                diff = (time[potentModeChPts[x+1]] - time[p]) 
                if abs(diff.days * 86400 + diff.seconds) >= 120.0: 
                    validModeChPts.append(p) 
            except IndexError: 
                validModeChPts.append(p) 
 
    return validModeChPts 
 
def dissolveModes (modes,validModeChPts): 
    """ 
    :param modes: 
    :param validModeChPts: 
    :return: 
    """ 
    # get modes for the change pts 
    vals = [] 
    modeType = [modes[x] for x in validModeChPts] 
 
    for x, m in enumerate(validModeChPts): 
        if x != 0 and modeType[x] != modeType[x - 1]: 
            vals.append(m) 
 
    vals.insert(0, 0) 
 
    return vals 
 
def checkGaps(Gap, st, en): 
    # type: (object, object, object) -> object 
    """ 
    :param Gap: 
    :param st: 




    :return: 
    """ 
    newGap = [] 
    for x, s in enumerate(st): 
        if 1 in Gap[s:en[x]]: 
            newGap.insert(x, 1) 
        else: 
            newGap.insert(x, 0) 
 




    # path to the transit features 
    modes = {'ferry':"FerryRoutes_lyr", 
             'subway':"SubwayLines_lyr", 
             'rail':"RailLines_lyr", 
             'bus':"BusRoutes_lyr", 
             'walk':"Streets_lyr", 
             'car':"Streets_lyr", 
             'bike': "Streets_lyr"} 




    NA_Parameters = {'ferry':"Prefer_Ferry", 
             'subway':"Prefer_Subway", 
             'rail':"Prefer_Rail", 
             'bus':"Prefer_Bus", 
             'walk':"Prefer_Street", 
             'car':"Prefer_Street", 
             'bike': "Prefer_Street"} 
 
    return NA_Parameters 
 
 
def haversine(lat1, lat2, lon1, lon2): 
 
    # convert decimal degrees to 
    lon1, lat1, lon2, lat2 = map(radians, [lon1, lat1, lon2, lat2]) 
 
    # haversine formula 
    dlon = lon2 - lon1 
    dlat = lat2 - lat1 
    a = sin(dlat / 2.0) ** 2.0 + cos(lat1) * cos(lat2) * sin(dlon / 2.0) ** 2.0 
    c = 2.0 * asin(sqrt(a)) 
    km = 6367.0 * c 
    return km * 1000.0  # value in meters 
 
 
def checkSubwayGap(lat1, lon1, stationID): 
    if stationID == 3000 and haversine(lat1, 40.7504162, lon1, -73.994121) > 250: 




    elif stationID == 3200 and haversine(lat1, 40.752736, lon1, -73.977017) > 250: 
        return False 
    elif stationID == 3091 and haversine(lat1, 40.685028, lon1, -73.977583) > 250: 
        return False 
    else: 
        pass 
    return True 
 
 
def checkSubway(x, mode, FLayer): 
 
    arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(mode, "NEW_SELECTION") 
    arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(FLayer, "NEW_SELECTION", '"pid" = ' + str(x)) 
 
    arcpy.SelectLayerByLocation_management(FLayer, "WITHIN_A_DISTANCE", 
                                           mode, "50 meters", "SUBSET_SELECTION") 
 




    # type: (object, object, object, object, object) -> object 
 
 
    # layers for transit features 
    modeslyr = fetchModes() 
    # list to return mode types, espcially for underground transfers 
    tempTypes = [] 
 
    for x, s in enumerate(st): 
 
        # check for GPS signal gap 
        if newGap[x] == 1 and x != 0: 
 
            # point after gap is rail 
            validRailStation = getRailStationID(st[x + 1], modeslyr['rail'], "gps_lyr") 
 
            # point before gap is rai 
            validRailStation2 = getRailStationID(st[x + 1] - 2, modeslyr['rail'], "gps_lyr") 
 
 
            # check for subway (or walk) to underground rail transfers 
            if validRailStation != None and modePredicts[s-2] != 'rail': 
 
                subwayPointBeforeGap = checkSubway(s - 2, modeslyr['subway'], "gps_lyr") 
                pointNearUngrdRail = checkSubwayGap(lat[s - 2], lon[s - 2], validRailStation) 
 
                if pointNearUngrdRail == False and subwayPointBeforeGap == True: 
                    tempTypes.append("rail.u1") 
                else: 
                    tempTypes.append("walk.t1") 
 




            elif validRailStation2 != None and modePredicts[s] == 'rail': 
 
                subwayPointAfterGap =  checkSubway(st[x + 1], modeslyr['subway'], "gps_lyr") 
                pointNearUngrdRail = checkSubwayGap(lat[st[x + 1]], lon[st[x + 1]], validRailStation2) 
 
                if pointNearUngrdRail == False and  subwayPointAfterGap == 1: 
                    tempTypes.append("rail.u2") 
                else: 
                    tempTypes.append("walk.t2") 
 
            # make gap into subway 
            else: 
                tempTypes.append("subway.u") 
 
        # assign non-gap modes 
        else: 
            tempTypes.append(modePredicts[st[x]]) 
 
 




    """ 
    :param temp: 
    :param nsat: 
    :param AfterGap: 
    :return: 
 
    """ 
 
    aftergappoints = [x for x in pid if AfterGap[x] == 1 and nsat[x] != -2] 
    for x, t in enumerate(temp): 
        if t + 1 in aftergappoints: 
            temp[x] = t + 1 
 
    candidateIDs = list(set(temp + aftergappoints)) 
    candidateIDs.sort() 
 
    return candidateIDs 
 
 
def checkRail(x, mode, FLayer): 
    # query = '"pid" = ' + str(x) 
    # import arcpy 
    arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(mode, "NEW_SELECTION") 
    arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(FLayer, "NEW_SELECTION", '"pid" = ' + str(x)) 
 
    arcpy.SelectLayerByLocation_management(FLayer, "WITHIN_A_DISTANCE", 
                                           mode, "50 meters", "SUBSET_SELECTION") 
 






def getSubStationID(r, s): 
    if r == 3000: 
        if s == 1183: 
            return 1183 
        else: 
            return 1012 
    elif r == 3200: 
        if s != None: 
            return s 
        else: 
            return 1098 
    else: 





    # layers for transit features 
    modeslyr = fetchModes() 
 
    tempSID = []  # trip start id 
    tempEID =[]   # trip segment end id; used to group trip segs into trips 
    tempModeType =[] # travel mode 
    tempGapType= []  # signal gap indicator 
 
    for x, mode in enumerate(st): 
 
        # assign pids for subway to rail transfer 
        if tempTypes[x] == "rail.u1": 
 
            r = getRailStationID(st[x+1], modeslyr['rail'], "gps_lyr") 
            s = getSubwayStationID(st[x], modeslyr['subway'], "gps_lyr") 
 
            tempModeType.append("subway.u1") 
            tempEID.append(en[x]) 
            tempSID.append(st[x]) 
            tempGapType.append(1) 
 
            tempModeType.append("walk.u1") 
            tempEID.append(en[x]) 
            tempSID.append(getSubStationID(r, s)) 
            tempGapType.append(1) 
 
            tempModeType.append("rail.u1") 
            tempEID.append(en[x]) 
            tempSID.append(r) 
            tempGapType.append(1) 
 
        # assign pids for rail to subway transfer 
        elif tempTypes[x] == 'rail.u2': 
 




            r = getRailStationID(st[x + 1] - 2, modeslyr['rail'], "gps_lyr") 
            s = getSubwayStationID(st[x + 1], modeslyr['subway'], "gps_lyr") 
 
            tempModeType.append("rail.u2") 
            tempEID.append(en[x]) 
            tempSID.append(st[x]) 
            tempGapType.append(1) 
 
            tempModeType.append("walk.u2") 
            tempEID.append(en[x]) 
            tempSID.append(r) 
            tempGapType.append(1) 
 
            tempModeType.append("subway.u2") 
            tempEID.append(en[x]) 
            tempSID.append(getSubStationID(r, s)) 
            tempGapType.append(1) 
 
        # assign walk to rail 
        elif tempTypes[x] == 'walk.t1': 
 
            r = getRailStationID(st[x], modeslyr['rail'], "gps_lyr") 
 
            tempModeType.append("walk.t1") 
            tempEID.append(en[x]) 
            tempSID.append(st[x]) 
            tempGapType.append(1)  # 2 
 
            tempModeType.append("rail.u1") 
            tempEID.append(en[x]) 
            tempSID.append(r) 
            tempGapType.append(1) 
 
        # assign rail to walk 
        elif tempTypes[x] == 'walk.t2': 
 
            r = getRailStationID(st[x + 1] - 2, modeslyr['rail'], "gps_lyr") 
 
            tempModeType.append("rail.u2") 
            tempEID.append(en[x]) 
            tempSID.append(st[x]) 
            tempGapType.append(1) 
 
            tempModeType.append("walk.t2") 
            tempEID.append(en[x]) 
            tempSID.append(r) 
            tempGapType.append(1)  # 2 
 
        # check for subway-related travel 
        elif tempTypes[x] == "subway.u": 
 
            # check for subway gap 




            beforePointNearSubway = checkSubway(st[x] - 1, modeslyr['subway'], "gps_lyr") 
            afterPointNearSubway = checkSubway(st[x] + 1, modeslyr['subway'], "gps_lyr") 
 
            if isGapPoint == 1 and beforePointNearSubway  == True and afterPointNearSubway== True: 
 
                tempModeType.append("subway") 
                tempEID.append(en[x]) 
                tempSID.append(st[x] - 1) 
                tempGapType.append(1) 
 
                tempModeType.append("subway") 
                tempEID.append(en[x]) 
                tempSID.append(st[x]) 
                tempGapType.append(1) 
 
            else: 
                # use the point before the gap 
                tempModeType.append(modePredicts[st[x]]) 
                tempEID.append(en[x]) 
                tempSID.append(st[x]) 
                tempGapType.append(0) 
 
        # assign values for non-gap modes 
        else: 
            hold = ['walk', 'bike'] 
            if x > 0 and tempTypes[x] not in hold and (tempModeType[-1] == 'walk.t2' or tempModeType[-1] 
== "subway.u2"): 
                pass 
            else: 
                tempModeType.append(tempTypes[x]) 
                tempEID.append(en[x]) 
                tempSID.append(st[x]) 
                tempGapType.append(0) 
 
    # ensure that travel begins with a short walk 
    if tempModeType[0] != 'walk': 
        tempSID.insert(0, 0) 
        tempModeType.insert(0, 'walk') 
        tempGapType.insert(0, 0) 
        tempEID.insert(0, en[0]) 
        tempSID[1] = 6 
 
    # ensure travel ends with short walk 
    if tempModeType[-1] != 'walk': 
        tempSID.append(en[- 1] - 7) 
        tempGapType.append(0) 
        tempModeType.append('walk') 
        tempEID.append(tempEID[-1]) 
 
    tempSID.append(pid[- 1]) 
 






def resolveModes(tempSID,tempModeType, modeData): 
    # type: (object, object, object) -> object 
    segMode = [] 
    segStartID = tempSID[:-1] 
    segEndID = tempSID[1:] 
    check = ['car', 'bike'] 
 
    for x in xrange(len(tempModeType)): 
        if x < len(tempModeType) - 1 and tempModeType[x] != 'subway'and \ 
        tempModeType[x - 1] == 'subway' and tempModeType[x + 1] == 'subway': 
 
            if commonValue(segStartID[x], segEndID[x], modeData) == 'subway' \ 
                    or commonValue(segStartID[x], segEndID[x], modeData) != 0: 
                segMode.append(tempModeType[x - 1]) 
            else: 
                segMode.append(tempModeType[x]) 
 
        elif x < len(tempModeType) - 1 and tempModeType[x - 1] != 'walk' and tempModeType[x + 1] != 
'walk' \ 
                and tempModeType[x] in check and tempModeType[x - 1] == tempModeType[x + 1]: 
            segMode.append(tempModeType[x - 1]) 
 
        else: 
            segMode.append(tempModeType[x]) 
 
    return segMode, segStartID, segEndID 
 
 
def joinSerialModes(vals, tempEID, tempGapType): 
    segMode = [] 
    segStartID = [] 
    segEndID = [] 
    newtempEID = [] 
    newtempGapType = [] 
    for x in xrange(len(vals[0])): 
        if x != 0 and vals[0][x] == vals[0][x - 1]: 
 
            segEndID[-1] = vals[2][x] 
 
        else: 
            segMode.append(vals[0][x]) 
            segStartID.append(vals[1][x]) 
            segEndID.append(vals[2][x]) 
            newtempEID.append(tempEID[x]) 
            newtempGapType.append(tempGapType[x]) 
 




    mode = [] 




        if x == 'rail.u1' or x == 'rail.u2': 
            mode.append('rail') 
 
        elif x == 'walk.t1' or x == 'walk.t2' \ 
                or x == 'walk.u1' or x == 'walk.u2': 
            mode.append('walk') 
 
        elif x == 'subway.u2' or x == 'subway.u1': 
            mode.append('subway') 
 
        else: 
            mode.append(x) 




    if val == 3000: 
        ans = [40.7504162, -73.994121] 
 
    elif val == 3200: 
        ans = [40.752736, -73.977017] 
 
    elif val == 3091: 
        ans = [40.685028, -73.977583] 
 
    elif val == 1183: 
        ans = [40.751962, -73.993616] 
 
    elif val == 1012: 
        ans = [40.750604, -73.990274] 
 
    elif val == 1076: 
        ans = [40.684832, -73.978002] 
 
    else: 
        ans = [40.752736, -73.977017] 
 
    return ans 
 
 
def validateTransfer(val2, modeData, AfterGap): 
    segMode = [] 
    segStartID = [] 
    segEndID = [] 
    tempEID = [] 
    tempGapType = [] 
 
    val2[0].append('walk') 
 
    hold = ['walk', 'bike'] 
    for x in range(len(val2[0]) - 1): 
 





            if val2[0][x] == 'subway' and val2[0][x + 1] != 'walk': 
                wid = val2[2][x] - 1 
                for j in range(val2[1][x], val2[2][x] + 1): 
                    if AfterGap[j] == 1: 
                        wid = j 
                    else: 
                        pass 
            else: 
                wid = fetchWalkID(val2[1][x], val2[2][x], modeData) 
 
            segStartID.append(val2[1][x]) 
            segEndID.append(wid) 
            tempEID.append(val2[3][x]) 
            tempGapType.append(val2[4][x]) 
            segMode.append(val2[0][x]) 
 
            segStartID.append(wid) 
            segEndID.append(val2[2][x]) 
            tempEID.append(val2[3][x]) 
            tempGapType.append(val2[4][x]) 
            segMode.append('walk') 
        else: 
            segStartID.append(val2[1][x]) 
            segEndID.append(val2[2][x]) 
            tempEID.append(val2[3][x]) 
            tempGapType.append(val2[4][x]) 
            segMode.append(val2[0][x]) 
 
    return segMode, segStartID, segEndID, tempEID, tempGapType 
 
 
def commonValue(s, e, m): 
 
    d = m[s:e] 
    ans = Counter(d).most_common(1)[0][0] 
 
    return ans 
 
 
def fetchWalkID(st, end, modes): 
    try: 
        return st + modes[st:end].index('walk') 
    except: 





    tempSID = vals[0] 
    tempEID = vals[1] 
    tempGapType = vals[2] 





    # check for repeating modes 
    val1 = resolveModes(tempSID,tempModeType, modePredicts) 
 
    # combine repeating mode segments 
    val2 = joinSerialModes(val1, tempEID, tempGapType) 
 
    # ensure valid mode transfers (i.e involving either walk or bike between modes) 
    val3 = validateTransfer(val2, modePredicts, AfterGap) 
 






    # used to group trip segments by  trip num 
    tempid = [x for x, y in enumerate(TripStart) if y == 1]; tempid.insert(0,0) 
    tripStartIDs =tempid[:-1] 
    tripEndIDs =  tripStartIDs[1:];tripEndIDs.append(pid[-1]) 
 
 
    # used for pairing up trip and corresponding segments 
    tripSpan = {} 
    tripNum = [] 
    tripSegNum = [] 
    segCount = 1 
    num = 0 
 
    # store trip ends and start pid in a dictionary 
    for x, i in enumerate(tripStartIDs): 
        if segEndID[0] > tripStartIDs[x] and segEndID[0] > tripEndIDs[x]: 
            pass 
        else: 
            num += 1 
            if num == 1: 
                tripSpan[num] = 0, tripEndIDs[x] 
            else: 
                tripSpan[num] =  tripStartIDs[x], tripEndIDs[x] 
 
    # locate trips segments in data 
    for x in tripSpan.keys(): 
        for j, _ in enumerate(segEndID): 
            if tempEID[j] >= tripSpan[x][0] and tempEID[j] <= tripSpan[x][1]: 
                tripNum.append(x) 
 
 
    # create a count of the segments for each trip 
    for x, _ in enumerate(tripNum): 
        if tripNum[x] == tripNum[x - 1]: 
            segCount += 1 
            tripSegNum.append(segCount) 




            segCount = 1 
            tripSegNum.append(segCount) 
 




    mode = [] 
    for x in segMode: 
        if x == 'rail.u1' or x == 'rail.u2': 
            mode.append('rail') 
 
        elif x == 'walk.t1' or x == 'walk.t2' \ 
                or x == 'walk.u1' or x == 'walk.u2': 
            mode.append('walk') 
 
        elif x == 'subway.u2' or x == 'subway.u1': 
            mode.append('subway') 
 
        else: 
            mode.append(x) 
    return mode 
 
def coords(val): 
    if val == 3000: 
        ans = [40.7504162, -73.994121] 
 
    elif val == 3200: 
        ans = [40.752736, -73.977017] 
 
    elif val == 3091: 
        ans = [40.685028, -73.977583] 
 
    elif val == 1183: 
        ans = [40.751962, -73.993616] 
 
    elif val == 1012: 
        ans = [40.750604, -73.990274] 
 
    elif val == 1076: 
        ans = [40.684832, -73.978002] 
 
    else: 
        ans = [40.752736, -73.977017] 
 
    return ans 
 
 
def generateTripSegTable(segsInfo,TripStart, time, lat, lon,username,usercacheDir): 
 
    segMode = segsInfo[0] 
    segStartID = segsInfo[1] 




    tempEID = segsInfo[3] 
    segGapType = segsInfo[4] 
 
    # group trip segments 
    segTripData = groupSegsByTrips(TripStart, tempEID) 
    tripNum = segTripData[0] 
    tripSegNum = segTripData[1] 
 
    # store values for talk 
    segStartTime = [] 
    segEndTime = [] 
    SegDuration = [] 
 
    segStartLat = [] 
    segStartLon = [] 
 
    segEndLat = [] 
    segEndLon = [] 
 
    displaySegMode = returnMode(segMode) 
 
    for x in xrange(len(segMode)): 
        s = segStartID[x] 
        e = segEndID[x] 
        try: 
            segStartTime.append(time[s]) 
            segEndTime.append(time[e]) 
 
            segStartLat.append(str(lat[s])) 
            segStartLon.append(str(lon[s])) 
 
            segEndLat.append(str(lat[e])) 
            segEndLon.append(str(lon[e])) 
 
            length = (segEndTime[-1] - segStartTime[-1]) 
            lengthSeconds = abs(length.days * 86400 + length.seconds) 
            SegDuration.append(lengthSeconds) 
 
        except: 
 
            segStartTime.append(segStartTime[-1]) 
            segEndTime.append(segEndTime[-1]) 
 
            segStartLat.append(segStartLat[-1]) 
            segStartLon.append(segStartLon[-1]) 
 
            segEndLat.append(segEndLat[-1]) 
            segEndLon.append(segEndLon[-1]) 
 
            length = (segEndTime[-1] - segStartTime[-1]) 
            lengthSeconds = abs(length.days * 86400 + length.seconds) 





    TripSegsFields = ["TripNum", "TripSegNum", "StartLat", "StartLon", "StartTime", "EndLat", 
                      "EndLon", "EndTime", "SegMode", "GapType", "StartID", "EndID", "Duration"] 
    TripSegsData = zip(tripNum, tripSegNum, segStartLat, segStartLon, segStartTime, segEndLat, 




    tripSegs = username + "TripSegs.csv" 
    with open(usercacheDir + tripSegs, 'wb') as myfile: 
        wrtr = csv.writer(myfile, delimiter=',', quotechar='"') 
        wrtr.writerow(TripSegsFields) 
        for row in TripSegsData: 
            wrtr.writerow(row) 
            myfile.flush() 
 
    return  "done" 
 
 
# used to generate the trip segements 
def constructRoutes (segsInfo,segTripData,gdbDataFLayer="gps_lyr"): 
 
 
    CheckoutLicenses() 
    modes = fetchModes() 
    NA_Parameters = fetchPreferences() 
 
    for x, _ in enumerate(tripNum): 
 
        tripNumber = segTripData[0][x] 
        segmentNumber = segTripData[1][x] 
        segmentMode = segsInfo[0][x] 
        routeStart = segsInfo[1][x] 
        routeEnd = segsInfo[2][x] 
        segmentGapType = segsInfo[4][x] 
 
 
        gdbTripRouteLayer =  username + "TripSeg" + str(tripNumber) 
        iUserTrip = username + "Trip" + str(tripNumber) + "_Seg" + str(segmentNumber) 
 
        iUserTripGDB = username + "Trip" + str(tripNumber) + ".gdb" 
        tripGdbRoot = usercacheDir + iUserTripGDB + "\\" 
        if arcpy.Exists(tripGdbRoot) == False: 
            arcpy.CreateFileGDB_management(usercacheDir, iUserTripGDB) 
 
        # naTravSourceFLayer = gdbroot + iUserTrip 
        naTravSourceFLayer = tripGdbRoot + iUserTrip 
 
        print("\t# Trip" + str(tripNumber) + " starts at point " + str(routeStart) +" and ends at point " + 
str(routeEnd)) 
 
        # Select all points for the trip 
        # allPoints = '"pid" >= ' + str(routeStart) + ' AND "pid" <= ' + str(routeEnd) 




                or segmentMode == 'subway.u1' or segmentMode == 'subway.u2' \ 
                or segmentMode == 'walk.t1' or segmentMode == 'walk.t2' \ 
                or segmentMode == 'walk.u1' or segmentMode == 'walk.u2': 
            pass 
        else: 
            allPoints = '"pid" >= ' + str(routeStart) + ' AND "pid" <= ' + str(routeEnd) 
            arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(gdbDataFLayer, "NEW_SELECTION", allPoints) 
            tripCount = int(arcpy.GetCount_management(gdbDataFLayer).getOutput(0)) 
 
            if tripCount > 120: 
                allPoints = '"pid" >= ' + str(routeStart) + ' AND "pid" <= ' + str(routeStart + 119) 
            else: 
                pass 
 
            # Number of points in the trip 
            arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(gdbDataFLayer, "NEW_SELECTION", allPoints) 
            tripCount = int(arcpy.GetCount_management(gdbDataFLayer).getOutput(0)) 
            print("\t# The number of points in the trip is: " + str(tripCount)) 
 
            # query for adding stops for NA 
            query = '"pid" = ' + str(routeStart) + ' OR "pid" = ' + str(routeEnd) 




        if segmentGapType == 0: 
 
            print "trip: ", tripNumber, "seg: ", segmentNumber 
            # NA_Parameters[segmentMode], 
 
            print('\t# Make Non-subway route and use Length of ' + str(segmentMode) + ' segments as cost 
preference') 
 
            arcpy.MakeRouteLayer_na(network, gdbTripRouteLayer, "Length", 
                                    "USE_INPUT_ORDER", "PRESERVE_BOTH", "NO_TIMEWINDOWS", "", 
                                    "ALLOW_UTURNS", NA_Parameters[segmentMode], "NO_HIERARCHY", "", 
                                    "TRUE_LINES_WITH_MEASURES", "") 
 
            print('\t# Add points to NA') 
            arcpy.AddLocations_na(gdbTripRouteLayer, "Stops", gdbDataFLayer,"", "5000 meters", "", 
                                  "", "MATCH_TO_CLOSEST", "APPEND", "SNAP", "0 meters") 
 
            try: 
                print('\t# Make streets feature layer and query streets close to the points') 
                if segmentMode == 'bus': 
                    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(modes['car'], "BarrierLayer") 
                else: 
                    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(modes[segmentMode], "BarrierLayer") 
 
                arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(gdbDataFLayer, "NEW_SELECTION", allPoints) 
 
                arcpy.SelectLayerByLocation_management("BarrierLayer", "WITHIN_A_DISTANCE", 





                print('\t# Add streets to NA as barriers with cost scaled down for easiest traverse') 
                arcpy.AddLocations_na(gdbTripRouteLayer, "Line Barriers", "BarrierLayer", 
                                      "BarrierType # 1;Attr_Length # .5", "5000 Meters") 
            except: 
                pass 
 
        elif segmentGapType == 1: 
 
            if segmentMode == 'rail.u1' or segmentMode == 'rail.u2' \ 
                    or segmentMode == 'rail': 
                s = 'rail' 
            else: 
                s = 'subway' 
 
            print('\t# Make subway-involved route and use Length of ' + str(segmentMode) + ' segments as 
cost preference') 
            arcpy.MakeRouteLayer_na(network, gdbTripRouteLayer, "Length", 
                                    "USE_INPUT_ORDER", "PRESERVE_BOTH", "NO_TIMEWINDOWS", "", 
                                    "ALLOW_UTURNS", NA_Parameters[s], "NO_HIERARCHY", "", 
                                    "TRUE_LINES_WITH_MEASURES", "") 
 
            if segmentMode == 'rail.u2' or segmentMode == 'walk.t1' or \ 
                            segmentMode == 'rail.u1' or segmentMode == 'walk.t2': 
 
                if segmentMode == 'rail.u2' or segmentMode == 'walk.t1': 
                    query1 = '"pid" = ' + str(routeStart) 
                    query2 = """ "ID" = """ + str(routeEnd) 
                else: 
                    query1 = '"pid" = ' + str(routeEnd) 
                    query2 = """ "ID" = """ + str(routeStart) 
 
                # add GPS as start location 
                # query = '"pid" = ' + str(routeStart) 
                arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(gdbDataFLayer, "NEW_SELECTION", query1) 
                arcpy.AddLocations_na(gdbTripRouteLayer, "Stops", gdbDataFLayer, "", "5000 meters", "","", 
                                      "MATCH_TO_CLOSEST", "APPEND", "SNAP", "0 meters") 
 
                # add rail station as end location 
                # query = """ "ID" = """ + str(routeEnd) 
                arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(fetchFeaturePath("CommuterRailStations"), 
"Station_lyr") 
                arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management("Station_lyr", "NEW_SELECTION", query2) 
                arcpy.AddLocations_na(gdbTripRouteLayer, "Stops", "Station_lyr", "", "5000 meters", "", 
                                      "", "MATCH_TO_CLOSEST", "APPEND", "SNAP", "0 meters") 
 
            elif segmentMode == 'subway.u2' or segmentMode == 'subway.u1': 
 
                if segmentMode == 'subway.u2': 
                    query1 = """ "ID" = """ + str(routeStart) 
                    query2 = '"pid" = ' + str(routeEnd) 
                else: 




                    query2 = '"pid" = ' + str(routeStart) 
 
                print query1, query2 
                # use the last stop for rail 
                arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(fetchFeaturePath("SubwayStations"), 
"SubwayStation_lyr", query1) 
                # arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management("SubwayStation_lyr" "NEW_SELECTION", query) 
                arcpy.AddLocations_na(gdbTripRouteLayer, "Stops", "SubwayStation_lyr", "", 
                                      "5000 meters", "", "", "MATCH_TO_CLOSEST", "APPEND", "SNAP", "0 meters") 
 
                # use the next GPS point for the next mode 
                # query2 = '"pid" = ' + str(routeEnd) 
                arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(gdbDataFLayer, "NEW_SELECTION", query2) 
                arcpy.AddLocations_na(gdbTripRouteLayer, "Stops", gdbDataFLayer, "", 
                                      "5000 meters", "", "", "MATCH_TO_CLOSEST", "APPEND", "SNAP", "0 meters") 
 
            elif segmentMode == 'walk.u2' or segmentMode == 'walk.u1': 
                print 'walk.u1' 
                # use the last stop for rail 
                if segmentMode == 'walk.u2': 
                    # pass 
                    query1 = """ "ID" = """ + str(routeStart) 
                    query2 = '"ID" = ' + str(routeEnd) 
                else: 
                    query1 = """ "ID" = """ + str(routeEnd) 
                    query2 = '"ID" = ' + str(routeStart) 
 
                # query = """ "ID" = """ + str(routeStart) 
                arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(fetchFeaturePath("CommuterRailStations"), 
"Station_lyr") 
                arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management("Station_lyr", "NEW_SELECTION", query1) 
                arcpy.AddLocations_na(gdbTripRouteLayer, "Stops", "Station_lyr", \ 
                                      "", "5000 meters", "", \ 
                                      "", "MATCH_TO_CLOSEST", "APPEND", "SNAP", "0 meters") 
 
                # use the next GPS point for the next Subway Station 
                # query = '"ID" = ' + str(routeEnd) 
                arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(fetchFeaturePath("SubwayStations"), 
"SubStation_lyr") 
                arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management("SubStation_lyr", "NEW_SELECTION", query2) 
                # gdbTripRouteLayer = "Test" 
                arcpy.AddLocations_na(gdbTripRouteLayer, "Stops", "SubStation_lyr","", 
                "5000 meters", "","", "MATCH_TO_CLOSEST", "APPEND", "SNAP", "0 meters") 
 
 
            else: 
 
                query = '"pid" = ' + str(routeStart) + ' OR "pid" = ' + str(routeEnd) 
                arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(gdbDataFLayer, "NEW_SELECTION", query) 
 
                print('\t# Add points to NA') 
                arcpy.AddLocations_na(gdbTripRouteLayer, "Stops", gdbDataFLayer,"", "5000 meters", "", 





        else: 
            pass 
 
        try: 
            arcpy.Solve_na(gdbTripRouteLayer, "HALT", "TERMINATE", "") 
            print('\t# SOLVE NA and Copy segments of network that were traversed') 
            # arcpy.na.CopyTraversedSourceFeatures(gdbTripRouteLayer, gdbroot, iUserTrip, "", "") 
            arcpy.na.CopyTraversedSourceFeatures(gdbTripRouteLayer, tripGdbRoot, iUserTrip, "", "") 
 
            print('\t# Add a Mode field to the trip in file GDB trip fclass ') 
            arcpy.AddField_management(naTravSourceFLayer, "Mode", "TEXT") 
 
            if segmentMode == 'rail.u1' or segmentMode == 'rail.u2': 
                segmentMode = 'rail' 
 
            elif segmentMode == 'walk.t1' or segmentMode == 'walk.t2' \ 
                    or segmentMode == 'walk.u1' or segmentMode == 'walk.u2': 
                segmentMode = 'walk' 
 
            elif segmentMode == 'subway.u2' or segmentMode == 'subway.u1': 
                segmentMode = 'subway' 
 
            else: 
                pass 
            tbnprefix = '' 
            segmodeType = arcpy.UpdateCursor(naTravSourceFLayer) 
            mode = segmodeType.next() 
            with arcpy.da.SearchCursor(naTravSourceFLayer, "SourceName") as cursor: 
                for row in cursor: 
                    # If the segment is associated with any transport links then mark that segment walk 
                    if row[0] == "CommuterRailStationsToStreetLinks" or \ 
                                    row[0] == "CommuterRailStationsToSubwayLinks" or \ 
                                    row[0] == "SubwayEntranceToStationLinks" or \ 
                                    row[0] == "SubwayTransferLinks": 
                        mode.setValue("Mode", "slowWalk") 
                    # If the segment uses a subway then mark it subway 
                    elif row[0] == "SubwayLines": 
                        mode.setValue("Mode", "Subway") 
                    # If the segment uses a commuter rail then mark it commuter rail 
                    elif row[0] == "CommuterRailLines": 
                        mode.setValue("Mode", "CommuterRail") 
                    # If the segment used a street then mark its Mode based on other criteria 
                    elif row[0] == "Streets": 
                        mode.setValue("Mode", segmentMode) 
                    else: 
                        mode.setValue("Mode", segmentMode) 
                    segmodeType.updateRow(mode) 
                    mode = segmodeType.next() 
 
 
        except: 








    choutNet = arcpy.CheckOutExtension("Network") 
    print("Network extension license: " + choutNet) 
 
 





if __name__ == '__main__': 
 
 
    # out directory settings 
    usercacheDir = r'......\Desktop\_mode\output' + os.sep 
 
    # set up parameters  network variables 
    network = fetchFeaturePath("MultiModalNetwork") 
 
    # make layers for transit features 
    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(fetchFeaturePath("Streets"), "Streets_lyr") 
    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(fetchFeaturePath("BusRoutes"), "BusRoutes_lyr") 
    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(fetchFeaturePath("FerryRoutes"), "FerryRoutes_lyr") 
    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(fetchFeaturePath("SubwayLines"), "SubwayLines_lyr") 
    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(fetchFeaturePath("CommuterRailLines"), "RailLines_lyr") 
 
 
    # set workspace environment  parameters 
    arcpy.env.workspace = r'......\\Desktop\\_mode\\output\\' 
    arcpy.env.overwriteOutput = True 
    arcpy.env.outputCoordinateSystem = 
arcpy.Describe(fetchFeaturePath("BusRoutes")).spatialReference 
 
    # json path 
 




    # mode prediction from random forest classifier 
    modePredicts = jsonToList(jfile) 
 
    username = 'GPS_test1' 
    fc = r'......{your path to feature class}' 
 
    # fetch column values from fc corresponding to trip 
    pid = coltoList(fc, 'pid') 
    lon = coltoList(fc, 'lon') 
    lat = coltoList(fc, 'lat') 




    nsat = coltoList(fc, 'nsat') 
    Gap = coltoList(fc, 'Gap') 
    BeforeGap = coltoList(fc, 'BeforeGap') 
    AfterGap = coltoList(fc, 'AfterGap') 
    TripStart = coltoList(fc, 'TripStart') 
 
    # make feature layer for GPS points 
    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(fc, "gps_lyr") 
 
    # fetch mode change points 
    validModeChPts = getModeChangePts(modePredicts, time) 
 
    # generate mode groups with valid duration 
    temp = dissolveModes(modePredicts,validModeChPts) 
 
    # merge gap points into list 
    aftergappoints = [x for x in pid if AfterGap[x] == 1 and nsat[x] != -2] 
    for x, t in enumerate(temp): 
        if t +1 in aftergappoints: 
            temp[x] = t+1 
 
    candidateIDs = list(set(temp + aftergappoints)); candidateIDs.sort() 
    st = candidateIDs 
    en = st[1:]; en.append(pid[- 1]) 
 
    # mark gap points for trip segments 
    newGap = checkGaps(Gap, st, en) 
 
    # inital check for underground travel 
    tempTypes = getTempTypes(st,newGap,lat,lon,modePredicts) 
 
    # insert underground travel points, if necessary 
    vals = checkForUndergroundTravel(st,en,tempTypes) 
 
    # validation for mode: eliminate redundancy 
    segsInfo = valdiateModeSegs(vals,modePredicts,AfterGap) 
 
    segMode = segsInfo[0] 
    segStartID = segsInfo[1] 
    segEndID = segsInfo[2] 
    tempEID = segsInfo[3] 
    tempGapType = segsInfo[4] 
 
    # group trip segs based  on trip number 
    segTripData = groupSegsByTrips(TripStart, tempEID) 
    tripNum = segTripData[0] 
    tripSegNum = segTripData[1] 
 
    #  use to create trip segment table 
    generateTripSegTable(segsInfo, TripStart, time, lat, lon, username, usercacheDir) 
 
    # generate the route for each trip segments 
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